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ABSTRACT 

DAMIEN HIRST’S TREASURES FROM THE WRECK OF THE UNBELIEVABLE: 
PARAFICTION IN THE AGE OF TRUTHINESS 
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University of Guelph, 2020

Advisor: 

Amanda Boetzkes

The 2017 art exhibition, Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, by British artist 

Damien Hirst is a parafiction. Parafiction is fiction presented as fact and is the concept by 

which I develop my analysis of these works and their exhibition. This thesis examines the 

context of the artworks in connection with simulacra, hyperreality, and historical narrative 

to ultimately conclude that Hirst’s work exemplifies the aesthetics of parafiction, and 

challenges viewers in their interactions with art in the age of truthiness. By examining the 

exhibition in terms of theories of society and culture, I am able to consider how parafiction 

works to affirm Hirst’s place in history and invite spectators to consider the truthiness of 

the institutions and histories of contemporary art.  
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Introduction: Rethinking Damien Hirst through Fiction and Fact    
      
 
Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, an exhibition by British artist Damien Hirst, was 

on display from April 9th to December 3rd 2017 in Venice, Italy.1 Hirst began to plan 

Treasures… in 2008, having amassed a fortune of almost 201 million USD from his auction 

Beautiful Inside My Head Forever.2 The show’s perpetuated narrative, which unfolds through 

exhibition text, artworks, and staff, is not that Hirst created the works contemporarily, but rather 

that he assisted financially in the salvage effort and presentation of a pre-existing shipwreck’s 

treasures discovered in 2008.3 The story continues that Hirst then helped make copies of the 

artefacts, cleaned the originals, and organized them into an extensive exhibition. This however, 

is not true. Hirst commissioned workshops to create these pieces and spent the last nine years 

building the narrative and creating the immersive and self-referential exhibition. With the 

exhibition’s curator, Elena Geuna, Hirst created a parafiction, a liminal space and non-place; a 

fiction presented as fact.  

Hirst constructed a fake backstory for ‘antique-looking’ pieces and presented the whole 

show as forgotten treasures rescued from the sea years previously. His story, which he told in full 

through a fake documentary on Netflix, goes as follows: in 2008, an archeological crew 

discovered several mysterious relics off the coast of East Africa. Having established it was likely 

a large find, they needed to secure funding for the excavation and turned to Hirst, who had 

publicly become very rich, very quickly. After Hirst agreed to assist financially, he began 
 

1 “Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable,” Palazzo Grassi - Punta Della Dogana, 
https://www.palazzograssi.it/en/exhibitions/past/damien-hirst-at-palazzo-grassi-and-punta-della-dogana-
in-2017-1/   
2 “Damien Hirst’s new art is exquisitely crafted,” The Economist, Last modified April 15, 2017, 
https://www.economist.com/books-and-arts/2017/04/15/damien-hirsts-new-art-is-exquisitely-crafted 
3 Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, directed by Sam Hobkinson (Oxford Films, 2017), 
Netflix Video. 
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planning the exhibition of the works. As the recovery team uncovered more artefacts, they began 

to suspect it was the mythological treasure of Cif Amotan II, a freedman from the second century 

CE, who allegedly became incredibly successful and managed to collect a giant treasure of relics 

from all cultures and eras. This collection was apparently all onboard a single ship, the Apistos, 

or the Unbelievable, which legends say sank and was forgotten. According to the story, Hirst and 

his team cleaned up the lavish treasures but chose to leave much of the coral that had grown on 

the pieces over time (see Figure 1). Hirst believes that “the coral sort of spoils the function of 

objects, and becomes a kind of natural object, you know you think it looks amazing the way it 

is.”4 He created a coral-free version of each piece, however; a ‘restored’ edition that pays tribute 

to the sea-weary original. Many of these updated versions were displayed throughout the 

galleries, next to their coral-ridden counterparts. This ‘copy and original’ pattern brings attention 

to the bigger themes at play. Hirst’s works are not what they appear to be; they layer deception 

upon deception.  

 
4 Damien Hirst - Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, Palazzo Grassi - Punta Della Dogana 
(Venice, 2017), Youtube Video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwfjymPx8kM, accessed November 
24 2019. 
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Figure 1. Damien Hirst, “Bust of the Collector,” 2017, Bronze, Venice, Italy. 

 
Hirst’s intervention is achieved in the fiction he perpetuates, and the physical patinas, or 

lack thereof, on the works. Playing with the concepts of original and originality, Hirst creates 

double versions of many pieces. He displays an ‘authentic’ original next to an imagined original, 

restored to his imagination. As Hayden White writes, all history must be interpreted.5 The 

historian, as well as the artist, picks and chooses elements to craft the story. Hirst creates a 

fantastical backstory about a shipwreck, a lost treasure, and sea creatures for his pieces. It seems 

too mythical to be true. And it is. 

 
5 Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse: Essays in Cultural Criticism, (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1987b): 51. 
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 From the documentary, it is clear that Hirst submerged the works in water for some 

artistic shots. However, he did not find these pieces at the bottom of the sea. He utilizes patina 

and the museum format to trick his audience into believing his story with context clues. All 

works are presented very typically, as one would expect archaeological relics to be displayed. He 

chose to mount the exhibition in Venice to coincide loosely with the 57th Venice Biennale in 

2017. The Biennale theme that year was Viva Arte Viva, meaning a celebration of contemporary 

art and artist’s creativity. This theme works with Treasures… since it too is a celebration of the 

many different styles and formats available in contemporary art. Hirst also chose Venice because 

of the intimacy of the sea and the connection you feel to history within the historic city.6 Venice 

is a living museum constrained by its traditions. Due to its rich past, everything is a relic. 

Everything is art. Hirst’s exhibition plays on these ideas and works from within the city to try 

and establish itself within the art historical canon. The show was spread across two venues in 

town; Punta Della Dogana and Palazzo Grassi. Both buildings are historical sites turned 

contemporary art spaces, and in choosing these locations Hirst solidifies his exhibition as site 

specific. Palazzo Grassi was built by Giorgio Massari between 1748-1772, and was owned by the 

Grassi family until 1840, when it was used as exhibition spaces to different companies over the 

years. In 2005, it was bought by French billionaire, François Pinault.7 The space has been 

preserved to maintain the original Italian Renaissance aesthetic. Punta Della Dogana was a 

customs house in 1682 and was abandoned for a long while until 2007, when the Pinault 

Collection bought and renovated the space for the purpose of displaying contemporary art.8 The 

 
6 Damien Hirst - Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, Palazzo Grassi - Punta Della Dogana 
(Venice, 2017), Youtube Video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwfjymPx8kM,  accessed November 
24 2019. 
7 “Palazzo Grassi,” Spaces: Palazzo Grassi, https://www.palazzograssi.it/en/about/sites/palazzo-grassi/ 
8 “Punta Della Dogana, ” Spaces: Punta Della Dogana, https://www.palazzograssi.it/en/about/sites/punta-
della-dogana/ 
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space now more closely resembles a New York City type of art venue, with an industrial interior. 

The historically loaded locales lend credence to Hirst's ‘artefacts’ and help perpetuate the 

narrative that he tells within this exhibition. Since he has chosen such historical locations, he 

inherits the tradition of valuable objects being shown in those types of spaces. His works are now 

on par with all the real works that have been shown in historical buildings in Venice before. One 

clue to visitors that these works may be contemporary is the Pinault name, as he is a well-known 

art collector with an interest in modern art. The historic buildings are the perfect backdrop to 

Hirst’s creations. Traditional rooms at the Palazzo Grassi hold some of the more questionable 

works, that might be mistaken for modern subject matter, while Punta Della Dogana is a more 

contemporary space that holds the more ‘believable’ works. Both spaces, though different, are 

stereotypical sites of art presentation. The marble palace and the glass and concrete gallery are 

both familiar contexts to patrons of the arts. These authentic locations allow the works to be 

more easily incorporated into the traditional art historical canon, as well as accepted as legitimate 

by viewers.  

The works themselves are well-crafted and made of fine materials. Several are made from 

aged bronze, with a smeary green patina that serves to convince us of their antiquity. Gold and 

silver pieces appear slightly tarnished to give the impression that they have been restored. Large 

precious gems and unique specimens of shell and crystal are included as well. Coral crawls 

across many of the pieces, in an attempt to further situate these statues in history in relation to a 

growing entity. The coral is actually part of the same cast as the rest of the work, not an addition 

or anything organic at all. This fake historicity is exemplary of the themes Hirst is putting 

forward here. Historical trickery is so well performed in his works, that they cause his viewers 

anxiety when faced with the uncertainty of truth. 
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In my thesis I will argue that Treasures… requires a deeper investigation of the simulacra 

and parafiction present throughout the exhibition, to understand the effect the artworks had on its 

viewers. Hirst achieved a highly detailed exhibition that accurately captured 2017’s social 

anxieties. His work demands a pointed analysis that goes beyond an exhibition review and 

examines the parafiction that these sculptures created. I will present in my thesis how the 

sculptures and scenarios Hirst created became more than individual works, and successfully 

engaged with viewers in their parafiction. My three main arguments on simulacra and 

parafiction, history and narrative, and environments, follow after a brief look at the existing 

scholarship on Hirst. 

 

1.1 Damien Hirst Departing from High Art Lite 

The current scholarship on Hirst does not consider his art within a post-truth climate and the 

implications that our increasingly hyperreal condition has on the interpretation of his work. 

Rather, Hirst has predominantly been read in relation to his economic success. I will take this 

into account, as his status as a phenomenally wealthy artist is inseparable to his style of art 

production.9 However, I draw attention to the value of examining his work in relation to the 

specific experiences of perceptual dissonance and representational uncertainty they produce. I 

wish to analyze his work as a form of parafiction, and a variation on Baudrillard’s theorization of 

simulacra. This thesis examines Hirst against theories that bring Treasures… into a 

contemporary context, and ultimately recast Hirst’s previous works in relation to his 

preoccupation with the authenticity of art.  

 
9 Hirst is currently the 405th richest person in the UK, with his position steadily rising. Tyler Dafoe, 
“Damien Hirst’s Net Worth Rose Nearly $20 Million Last Year, According to the Sunday Times’s ‘Rich 
List’,” News.Artnet.com, Last modified May 13 2019. https://news.artnet.com/art-world/damien-hirst-
sunday-times-rich-list-2019-1544545, Accessed June 12, 2019. 
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Julian Stallabrass coined the term “high art lite” for the 1990s yBa movement from which 

Hirst first emerged. He describes Hirst as contemporary and irreverent, highly successful, ‘low 

culture for high culture’ art.10 Stallabrass’ position is now the most typical reading of Hirst’s 

work, a rude artist who is just as well known for his personality as his work.11 Hirst’s style is 

commercial at its core; however, I argue that the value of his art is to be found through concepts 

such as his hyperreal environments and the social exchanges present in this exhibition. 

Stallabrass does go on to give Hirst credit on his larger themes of immortality and pop culture, 

but I see his real potential as being read against socially concerned theorists, and more in terms 

of his intervention on historical reality.12 While Hirst decidedly disavows serious theorization of 

his work, Treasures… is nevertheless surprisingly well-equipped to enact postmodern and post-

postmodern notions practically and with real-world consequences. 

In 2009, British art historian Luke White wrote a dissertation on Hirst and the 

postmodern sublime. He analyses Hirst’s work in a way that shows his art and process as more 

complex than perhaps it is typically believed to be, while maintaining the belief that Hirst is first 

and foremost producing capitalist art.13 He believes that “the sublime reiterates itself in Hirst”14 

in a new way for a new audience, but in some ways very close to the historical definition of the 

sublime. By calling on White’s ideas to develop a comprehensive understanding of the 

parafiction and hyperreality of Hirst’s work, I will suggest that it is indeed sublime, but more 

 
10 Gene Ray, “Little Glass House of Horrors,” Third Text 18, no. 2 (2004): 120. 
11 Julian Stallabrass, High Art Lite: The Rise and Fall of Young British Art, London: Verso, 2006, 20. 
12 Ibid., 26. 
13Luke White, “Damien Hirst and the Legacy of the Sublime in Contemporary Art and Culture,” PhD 
diss., Middlesex University, 2009: 29. Additionally, White has compiled an archive of resources on Hirst 
and his work, that I hope to further reference in my project. In his words regarding a resource, “…a good 
condition copy now sells for hundreds of pounds.” Accessing meaningful scholarship on Hirst has been 
an ongoing challenge.  
14Ibid, 34. 
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importantly, that it is also art that fully understands the anxieties of this decade. Hirst is no doubt 

creating capitalist art for monetary gain, but it is also rigorously self-reflexive and insightful.  

Hirst’s parafictive works are incredibly seductive, even if the exhibition is based on a 

ruse. The exhibition is experienced dually, from both the viewpoint of the one who knows the 

truth and one who does not. Walking into each room is punctuated with ‘how would I react to 

this if I thought it was real?’ Media historian Norman M. Klein writes about this ‘doubling 

effect’ in his essay “The Charm of the Lie: A History of Our Unreliable Grasp of the Real.” 

Whenever an alternate version is discovered of something in reality, that thing will always be 

simultaneously seen with both versions in mind.15 Hirst offers the question, what would it mean 

if this exhibition was real? I will argue that the ‘doubling effect’ has a large impact on the 

interpretation of Hirst’s work, especially in the context of hyperreality, and similar to a parallel 

universe. With a more critical and sociological approach to Treasures… these types of 

connections can be made. 

In his essay “The Enchantment of Technology and the Technology of Enchantment”, 

British anthropologist Alfred Gell introduces and defends the concept of methodological 

philistinism. This “consists of taking an attitude of resolute indifference towards the aesthetic 

value of works of art…”16 This philosophy will guide my research because I am interested in the 

aesthetics of Hirst’s work – but I am more interested in how those aesthetics produce unexpected 

effects such as hyperreality, parafiction, and other concepts. Additionally, Hirst himself employs 

a philistine persona in his practice. In terms of persona, Hirst’s work may also be examined with 

Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben’s theorization on the face as persona. Agamben writes that 
 

15 Norman M. Klein, “The Charm of the Lie: A History of Our Unreliable Grasp of the Real,” In More 
Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 
2012): 213. 
16 Alfred Gell, “The Enchantment of Technology and the Technology of Enchantment,” in The Craft 
Reader, Edited by Glenn Adamson, (New York: Berg, 2010): 466. 
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the “[the face] becomes the location of a struggle for truth.”17 This struggle permeates 

Treasures… and Hirst’s process as an artist. The faces in this exhibition reveal or conceal as 

much as Hirst allows them to. The face only offers the concept of communicability – it is a site 

of exchange as it relies on an interaction to be activated into something dynamic.18 Between 

these two approaches, one can see the continuity between his fake persona as a philistine, and his 

artworks as fakes. This doubling effect of reality unsettles the historical time and place of the 

exhibition’s “artefacts”. 

Treasures… consists of a large number of items that appear to be conventionally 

invaluable artworks. Hirst mimics several global styles and uses the art historical canon to lend 

credence to his pieces. While the aesthetics are borrowed, and these typically valuable works are 

not what they claim to be – valuable to a previous civilization – they are still what they claim to 

be in that they are valuable now. By using a deception about historical value, Hirst disjoins the 

relationship between linear time and cultural value. Further, he works in the world of 

hyperreality by developing his internet presence. His Instagram account is consistently active 

and his captions are always very purposefully casual in tone. Recently he posted “…I loved 

getting all the things to make my work without ever going near an art shop so all these works are 

really cracked and fucked up now but I fucking love them like that”,19 and “even though its super 

violent it feels educational or something and feels like its about divorce”20 as part of captions. He 

very deliberately chooses his accessible language and blasé attitude. He describes artworks worth 

more than average salaries with very carefully crafted indifference. His online persona 

 
17 Giorgio Agamben, “The Face,” Mean Without End: Notes on Politics (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2000): 92.1. 
18 Agamben, “The Face,” 92.2. 
19 damienhirst, “I made a few early paintings,” Instagram, June 25 2019, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BzIrMYhnFA1/ 
20 damienhirst, “Years after making ‘Mother and Child (Divided)’,” Instagram, June 23 2019, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BzDgu-knKaW/ 
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exemplifies his public attitude toward the value, meaning, and production behind his work. By 

using social media to share his works, he makes the most of new spaces to reach a popular 

audience. 

 

1.2 Simulacra and Parafiction  

Plato’s well-known ideas on imitation distinguish between the idea of the bed, the actual bed, 

and the imitation of the bed.21 Or rather, the unattainable truth, the actual object, and the 

subjective representation, which since it is created with bias, will always lead further from the 

truth. Plato’s elaboration of imitation anticipates French sociologist Jean Baudrillard’s concept of 

the simulacrum developed in the 1980s. These concrete categories of ‘type of object’ while 

simple, inform Treasures… by offering categorization to Hirst’s work. There is the idea of a 

shipwreck, an unattainable and mythical authority. There is the real shipwreck, actual 

anthropological museums, and discoveries. Then there is Treasures…, a mockery of historical 

artifact, or something new altogether. Without the first two, tropes of shipwreck and museum, 

and real historical events, Hirst could not create his parafiction. This frames Treasures… as a 

copy of a real exhibition, which it is. But it is also a simulacrum of history.  

Baudrillard’s sociological explanation of the simulacrum opens up my interpretation of 

Treasures… allowing me to consider the space and people that are just as much a part of the 

exhibition as the artworks. This exhibition requires an analysis that tries to understand as many 

of the relationships present as possible. The exhibition space, and the liminal non-place created 

by it, is a site of exchange that can be best understood through socially concerned theorists. The 

concept of simulacra, as outlined by Jean Baudrillard, informs this thesis by providing a 

 
21 Plato, The Republic, Book X, Translation by Benjamin Jowett, (Anchor Books, 1960): 308-09. 
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foundation of the different representations and perceptions of objects. Simulacra are that which 

are “real without origin or reality: a hyperreal.”22 Baudrillard’s phases of the simulacral image 

are: 

“1 It is the reflection of a basic reality. 

2 It masks and perverts a basic reality. 

3 It masks the absence of a basic reality. 

4 It bears no relation to any reality whatever: it is its own pure simulacrum.”23 

 

These phases transform an image from a good copy, to an evil one, to one of sorcery, and lastly 

of pure appearance and simulacrum. These first three phases are the order of appearances, but the 

fourth phase belongs to the order of simulation.24  I suggest that the fifth phase and continuation 

of this procession would be parafiction. Parafiction is defined as fiction presented as fact and is 

the next step after simulacra. From a copy without an original, to an object that claims to have 

origin different from the truth. This switch from simulacra to parafiction is not based on what is 

real, but rather dynamics of trust.25 I see my analysis of Treasures… directly following these 

phases of the image, thus, art historian Carrie-Lambert Beatty describes parafiction as “post-

simulacral”.26 

In “Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism,” American cultural 

theorist Fredric Jameson argues that simulacra enter into our current moment because of a loss of 

a firm connection to history. He writes that we are no longer operating in frameworks we 

 
22 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, Translation by Sheila Faria Glaser, (Michigan: University 
of Michigan Press, 1994): 1. 
23 Ibid., 6. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Carrie Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” October 129, (Summer 2009): 54. 
26 Ibid. 
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believed secure and as such we are living in an age of simulacrum and false images.27 He defines 

simulacra as “the identical copy for which no original has ever existed” arguing further that the 

simulacrum becomes ‘alive’ in contemporary society. Today’s society has elevated the 

exchange-value of items to a point where their use-value has been erased, making them ripe for 

exchange as simulacra.28 Historically, this shift in value has been how a spiritual idea creates a 

reality within a totem. This item no longer has anything to do with the original ideas but becomes 

its own object worthy of devotion and sacrifice.29 A contemporary example of this is with a 

product endorsed by a celebrity – the handbag that a Kardashian wears is no longer valued for its 

usefulness but rather as a status symbol. That same loss is experienced through simulacra, as in 

the post-historical age people are living increasingly through mediated experiences. Hirst’s 

exhibition, operating as a parafiction and the product of a post-truth era, claims to be everything 

it is not. This disconnect between his false history and the art objects in the contemporary 

moment is a problem that is also occurring with today’s histories. It could be argued then, that 

Treasures… is not only a simulacrum, but also a good representation of our reality today. 

Art historian Michael Camille writes about simulacra as disturbing the order of things as 

it confuses our traditional priorities of original over copy.30 He argues that since art history is 

fundamentally based on reproduction, simulacra threaten the structure of the discipline.31 While 

present throughout the canon, the dynamic of the original versus the copy today seems to be 

pushed farther than before. This increasing confusion situates itself as the parafiction. While the 

 
27 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1991): 58. 
28 Ibid., 66. 
29 Pierre Bourdieu, “Outline of a Sociological Theory of Art Perception,” International Social Science  
Journal 20, no. 4. (1968): 229. 
30 Michael Camille, “Simulacrum,” In Critical Terms for Art History, edited by Robert S. Nelson and 
Richard Shiff, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press): 2003, 35. 
31 Ibid. 
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simulacrum can evolve, the parafiction is always in some way a specific intervention.32 My 

utilization of parafiction is a new reading of Hirst and his work and a unique investigation into 

the connections between theoretical writings and his sculptures. Carrie-Lambert Beatty defines 

parafiction in 2009 in “Make Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility”, but the concept is more fully 

fledged now a decade later. And while there are many issues with defining and examining 

parafiction, I argue that Treasures… is a quintessential example. Lambert-Beatty offers in her 

essay that parafiction may be “a sport of the privileged”,33 which is absolutely how Hirst 

operates.  

 Parafictive artworks simultaneously trick and receive power from their viewers. The 

parafiction is satirical and gains power through all facets of society, because it needs something 

else to function. It needs a real concept or object to play on. As Italian philosopher Umberto Eco 

says about hyperreality, the completely real is needed to balance the completely fake.34 This is 

how parafiction works. Similar to how a simulacrum is based on what was once a copy of 

something else, the parafiction also needs something else to start the process.  

 While simulacra and hyperreality have worked to erode reality, examining new 

experiences within that eroded state is valuable because Western society today exists within this 

climate of insecurities. Hirst’s work and my research only function within these concepts 

because of how intertwined the anxieties regarding authority, history, and truth are. Hyperreality, 

and the rise of the unhistorical non-place and liminality, offer new ways to consider art and 

interactions with it.  

 
32 Lambert-Beatty, 56. 
33 Ibid., 65. 
34 Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality: Essays, Translated by William Weaver, (Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1986): 7. 
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 Umberto Eco’s understanding of hyperreality is fundamentally based in American culture 

and is fueled by a distinction between the absolute real and absolute fake.35 Writing in the 1980s, 

his definition of hyperreality consists of representations of history and wax figures. In a similar 

vein, French anthropologist Marc Augé explains hyperreality as part of what he calls 

“supermodernity”, and moves past simulations and into our virtual, technology-based world. The 

evolution of hyperreality with the advent of the digital age is useful to Treasures… because it 

shows a concept that exists across formats. It starts as an analogue phenomenon but adapts and 

grows with the reach of the web. Hyperreality can be seen throughout Hirst’s work in person, 

and though technological mediation in the Netflix documentary about the show. 

Augé also introduces the concept of the “non-place” within supermodernity.36 He writes 

that “if a place can be defined as relational, historical, and concerned with identity, then a space 

which cannot be defined as relational, historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-

place.”37 Hyperreality, parafiction, and Treasures… are not relational, not historical, and not 

concerned with identity. Hirst has created a quintessential non-place in his exhibition. The 

parafiction and the non-place feed off each other. They are grounded in a pervasive doubt about 

history, and a methodology of confusion and indifference. Essential to the non-place are written 

instructions and a lack of communication between individuals, as we might find on the highway 

or in an airport lounge.38 Combining Augé’s theories with simulacra and parafiction, I will 

examine Hirst’s work in a comprehensive way that allows for a fuller understanding of 

Treasures…’ effects. 

 
35 Eco, Travels, 8. 
36 Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, Translation by John 
Howe (New York: Verso, 1995): 89. 
37 Ibid., 63. 
38 Ibid., 77. 
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Curator Elizabeth Armstrong’s essay, “On the Border of the Real”, explains how 

truthiness can be applied to parafictive and hyperreal artworks. Defined in 2006 as “the quality 

of preferring concepts or facts one wishes to be true, rather than concepts or facts known to be 

true,” the term has come to suggest our willingness to accept the plausible in place of the true.”39 

Truthiness has been used in comedy and social media in relation to politics, but truthiness can 

permeate other facets of our lives. Truthiness, in relation to art, can mean valuing our own 

interpretations above given rationales for a work. Mark Levy, author of the essay “From the Real 

to the More Real: A Brief Historical and Philosophical Sketch of Hyperreality and Its Roots in 

Realism, Impressionism, Surrealism, Pop Art, and Postmodernism” outlines how subjective 

interpretations can be valuable, even if objectively incorrect. Beginning with Courbet and “The 

Stonebreakers”, he argues that while Courbet believed he was depicting a true moment, he really 

depicted his truth of the moment.40 In fact, art critic Michael Fried believes that Stonebreakers is 

far more complex than a simple depiction of workmen; and ventures that it is rich with 

symbolism, perhaps a metaphor for the painter’s own hands, or even Courbet’s initials.41 All this 

is to support that while Courbet was painting a reality of a sort, what constitutes reality goes far 

beyond naturalism or empiricism. Levy continues his essay with the different historical moments 

in the canon of art history when artists have attempted to represent reality as truthfully as 

possible. He offers various examples across the history of artists showcasing reality versus what 

a picture can capture. What is the most authentic representation? His conclusion is context-based. 

 
39 Elizabeth Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” In More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, edited 
by Elizabeth Armstrong, 24-75, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 34. 
40 Mark Levy, “From the Real to the More Real: A Brief Historical and Philosophical Sketch of 
Hyperreality and Its Roots in Realism, Impressionism, Surrealism, Pop Art, and Postmodernism,” In 
More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 86-99, (Minneapolis: Prestel 
Publishing, 2012): 88. 
41 Michael Fried, “Painter into Painting: On Courbet’s After Dinner at Ornans and The Stonebreakers,” 
Critical Inquiry 8.4 (Summer, 1982). 
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An impression or specific visual may indicate the most authentic reality, but all items are 

dependent on their context. A Brillo box elevated to an art object through a silk screen replica is 

no longer the same item it is in the grocery store, despite seeming to be an accurate 

representation. A reversal of expectations in the materials used create confusion and space for a 

greater analysis. Here however, Hirst uses rich materials to try and create something even richer. 

 

1.3 The Interpretation of History and Narrative 

I define and examine three narratives in this thesis. The first is the literal narrative in the story 

that Hirst presets as legend. The second narrative is Hirst’s false story of the exhibition as a 

“recovery project” in which he became involved. The third narrative is the reality of the 

situation, that an artist put on an exhibition. This would be the story that would exist in the media 

if the parafictive element was never caught. These three narratives are all produced in the same 

way and are given power through their authors. Hirst challenges our assumptions of truth 

because he works with structures that we are familiar with. 

Treasures… exists somewhere in the realm of being between the past and present. By 

claiming to be historical, but in fact contemporary, Hirst’s simulacrum of history provokes 

further meditation on the relationship between story and narrator. Applying American historian 

Hayden White’s theorization on historical authority and the narrative, I examine how Hirst’s 

story unfolds and is understood by its viewers, thanks to their participation. While Hirst works 

within tropes of narrative, I believe that we are in an era of post-narrative,42 and it is this that 

allows him to twist history so successfully. 

 
42 A post-historical society would result in post-narrative methods of record keeping. If prehistory gives 
non-narrative, and history gives narrative. Not related to metanarratives. 
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The first big question that Hayden White asks in his book The Content of the Form is, 

what does the structure of narrative contribute to real events? And if it does not give any new 

information, why would narrative be present throughout history? His answer is that narrative is 

society’s solution to a craving for moralizing closure.43 Narrative and morals are inextricable 

from authority. My question is therefore, how does Hirst use the authority embedded within his 

narrative to persuade his audience; to open history rather than give it closure? The simple answer 

is that he does not do anything out of the ordinary; he merely offers a story. It is the public’s 

desire to believe this narrative that builds a new object of study.  

A highly participatory event, narrative can only be given by an authority that has been 

constructed by a community. White examines medieval annals and chronicles and compares non-

narrative methods against narrative methods of history-keeping. Annals record all events equally, 

and do not give individuals the type of storytelling they are familiar and comfortable with.44 If 

we establish that the narrative does not affect the content represented, we are free to question 

narrative, and consequently, an author’s goals. Narrative is only present in societies with states 

and subjects.45 After annals, we see ‘better’ stories appearing in history. This is because history 

became concerned with law, legality, legitimacy, and authority.46 Laws and complex society give 

structure to narratives. Once this connection between authority and history is made clear, it is 

essential to examine narrative as existing solely from that relationship of complex society and 

narrative.47  

 
43 Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation, 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987a): 21. 
44 Ibid., 7. 
45 Ibid., 12. 
46 Ibid., 13. 
47 Ibid., 19. 
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The real is an object of desire, as is narrative. The real meaning something genuine, an 

experience or object that is absolutely truthful. A ‘correct explanation’ is desired by individuals, 

but most deeply desired is an explanation that is in line with one’s beliefs. An explanation that 

validates one’s lifestyle. Individuals want to give reality a mask of meaning.48 The lived-in world 

does not produce that narrative fulfillment, but one can write history as if it does. Hirst plays on 

this want for narrative closure, by leaning on our desire so much that we don’t see the issues with 

his narrative. Hirst, the author, has a personal bias to consider, as do all authors. Although his 

agenda is unique in his attempt to have us crave a conclusion so fiercely that we ignore the 

discrepancies within the tales he presents. We desire a moral ending, because it is an ending at 

all. It gives us a completion, unlike those medieval annals, which have no end.49 White takes the 

example of the annal of Saint Gell, which after a certain point the years are just no longer 

recorded. This non-narrative history keeping is confusing to us today. We cannot bear to have 

that kind of meaninglessness to our lives.  

There are two major changes that may be happening to narrative today. While the past50 

is traditionally divided into historical and pre-historical, or within culture and without,51 it must 

be taken into consideration that Hirst is creating this artwork in the contemporary era. Since we 

live within the “collision of human and inhuman histories,”52 the role narrative plays now must 

be different than it has historically been.53 A solution to mediate truth may be to purposefully 

draw from a more scientific method of record keeping. The non-narrative scientific fields 

 
48 White, 1987a, 21. 
49 Ibid., 23. 
50 According to the humanities. 
51 White, 1987a, 55. 
52 Kathryn Yusoff, “Epochal Aesthetics: Affectual Infrastructures of the Anthropocene,” Eflux (March 
2017): 3. 
53 Jameson argues that we are living in a new age of simulacra, with weak ties to history. This new era, of 
hyperreality, is informed by our disconnect to these structures we once relied on. According to Lambert-
Beatty, it is marked by dynamics of trust, or lack thereof.  
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document history in a way that the humanities do not. This approach, which all but excludes 

narrative from facts, would allow us to understand reality today and allow us to study narrative 

as a phenomenon and not an implicit truth.54 Additionally, if we desire the real, and 

simultaneously closure55, how can this desire for narrative fit into a hyperreal world? Where is 

narrative in a liminal space? The world may be entering into an age that is so driven by current 

humanity, that we are moving past history. I offer post-history as an opposite to pre-history. 

Humans today are not non-narrative, or narrative; I argue that we are engaging in post-narrative 

history keeping. Social media chats and the world of digital information may offer us a new type 

of history that can successfully mediate hyperreality and the post-truth era. 

Hirst presents his exhibition as a discovery. By framing his work in this light, he asserts 

himself as a man who has recovered something – saved something. He is a narrator with power 

over the story and players that partake in it, because he is involved in this story directly. How 

does the trope of the ‘long lost’ fit into our desire for closure? Do we invent holes in hindsight 

that they might fulfill? The great lost treasures here are still real art objects, but we invent a 

space for their contextualization. Hirst, the narrator, holds all the power in Treasures….  

French philosopher Roland Barthes defines three types of narrator; an identified person, 

an entity like an omniscient god, and the knowledge of specific characters.56 Hirst appears to be 

both all-knowing and involved in his story. By combining the first two tropes he asserts himself 

as someone with all the answers. He is the director of this performance, but Treasures… needs an 

 
54 Barthes believes that narrative is absolutely universal, which it may be, but it is not necessary to history 
telling, as White examines.  
55 Closure; which we have imposed upon reality and understand as having taken place, as we receive this 
in the form of narrative stories from authority figures. We see reality and closure as synonymous with 
narrative.  
56 Roland Barthes and Lionel Duisit, “An Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narrative,” New 
Literary History 6, no. 2, On Narrative and Narratives. (Winter, 1975): 261. 
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audience to function, as all stories are composed of a giving and receiving relationship.57 Hirst 

uses his status as an authority figure to write history. His audience are participants. They do not 

just lend credibility to his legend, but they invent the legitimacy for him.  

If the narrative does not represent, but presents a spectacle, and no content is gained from 

the form, then can narrative be read as a simulacrum? I examine these theories in the context of 

Hirst’s Treasures… in relation to parafiction specifically. The narrative, and the post-narrative 

state I am proposing, are both mediations of reality. One is history seen through a moralizing 

lens, and the latter is the culmination of an over-analyzing of truths.  

French sociologist Emilie Durkheim considers how authority figures are constructed in 

his chapter on the totemic principle from “The Elementary Forms of Religious Life”. In 

Durkheim’s investigation into totemism, he exposes how authority is created by social groups. 

This authority is what Hirst manipulates to narrate his ideal reality. Hirst’s environment relies on 

his position of power, and therefore reliability. By combining Durkheim’s analysis on the growth 

and power of authority, and White’s reasoning that narrative can only be present with authority, I 

can understand how Hirst is able to create Treasures... Hirst uses his authority in all his works 

and exhibitions, but it is most present in his work here. By inserting himself in the story directly, 

he asserts himself in a new way that is parafictional and captivating.  

 As German philosopher Walter Benjamin writes, the original artwork is of and is its 

history. While reproducible, an art object can never come from the same place, age the same 

way, and be experienced identically.58 When Hirst creates false originals and copies of these 

simulacra, he also invents for them an entire provenance, and even a reality. History, as 

understood by Foucault in his essay, “The Limits of Representation”, is not the real events that 
 

57 Barthes and Duisit, 260. 
58 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, Translated by Harry Zohn (New York: 
Schocken Books, 1969): 220. 
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have occurred in succession, but rather the creation and affirmation of events and giving events 

place and context for ourselves.59 Hirst plays on this malleability of facts to create such a unique 

experience as Treasures... Hirst builds off of what he assumes his audience knows about 

antiquities. He keeps the aesthetics of his works believable to fit those expectations, with few 

details in wall text to keep the audience moving along. The way Hirst mirrors history and the 

history museum, while creating a new kind of exhibition, results in a discussion on the value of 

representation as well as originality. 

 

1.4 The Museum and Specific Sites 
 
This thesis will examine the environmental and social requirements for Treasures… to operate 

successfully. Looking at concepts such as exchange economies, theories of gifting, and pollution, 

I will draw from authors that attempt to understand the complex relationships between spaces 

and people. Treasures… functions most effectively within the historical environments in which it 

was originally shown. By setting this exhibition in Venice, Hirst makes a lot of claims about his 

work in terms of its historical significance and cultural importance today. By aligning his 

exhibition with the Biennale, he markets his art to a specific audience; an international and 

culturally engaged group that desires to be challenged in their consumption of contemporary art. 

Most importantly, this group is likely to be very well aware of who Hirst is and how he operates. 

Several authors contribute to these overarching themes of interaction between art and user and 

environment.   

 
59 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archeology of the Human Sciences (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1990): 219. 
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 French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu writes on the perception of art from a sociological 

lens. His belief is that art requires deciphering, whether it be conscious or unconscious.60 He 

reiterates Panofsky’s ideas on the differences between iconography and iconology, as well as the 

layers of symbolism available to an individual. But he more deeply investigates the notion of 

meeting the cultural conditions for an artwork to be interpreted ‘correctly’. He writes that art 

only exists in the realm of its interpretation, or rather that art’s perception is its very substance.61 

This theory that the interaction activates the art’s purpose is easily applied to Hirst’s work here 

because of its heavily participatory nature. Without an audience to interpret Treasures… 

‘correctly’ or ‘incorrectly’ there is little deeper meaning available. Bourdieu also writes on 

attributing value and how different viewpoints on history offer different realities. This will be 

especially important when examining the ‘doubling effect’ in Hirst’s work, present in the 

individual pieces and environment as a whole. 

Art historian Carol Duncan’s essay “The Art Museum as Ritual” solidifies the basic, but 

important, dynamic of museum behaviour that is well understood and followed, but was not 

previously codified. The process of enjoying an art museum is thoroughly ritualistic, from 

physical movements of patrons, to the architecture of the building, to the internal ambiance. The 

most powerful consequence of this is the cultural authority that comes from a ritual practice.62 I 

am not going to explore the evolution or meaning of ritual, but simply assume its presence here 

and examine how Hirst uses this in his work. For a museum to successfully exist in a society, it 

is assumed that it contains objective truths and be a worthwhile site of exchange. 

 
60 Bourdieu, “Outline,” 589. 
61 Ibid., 601. 
62 Carol Duncan, “Chapter 1: The Art Museum as Ritual,” Civilising Rituals: Inside Public Art Museums, 
(London: Taylor and Frances, 1995): 8 
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 The Gift, by French sociologist Marcel Mauss, outlines how humans operate socially in a 

system of exchanges. Everything can be broken down into a giving or receiving act, between 

individuals or a larger community. No one person ever acts alone; they are either acting for 

someone else or reacting to someone already. These dynamics of exchange inform my 

understanding of Hirst’s show because I want to understand how the power of a specific viewer 

and certain location affects art’s function. Looking at this system as an exchange and a cycle 

grants more autonomy to the art itself, but also alludes to a certain amount of reciprocity, where 

the viewer or location must be affecting the art as much as the art affects it. My initial interest in 

this book for my analysis of Treasures… starts with the title of one chapter, “The Gift: and 

Especially the Obligation to Return It”. ‘The gift’ is a strong concept in the context of Hirst’s 

work because I would be tempted to read the gift as the art and the obligation to return as the 

viewer’s attention. Alternatively, one could read the public’s attention as the gift, and Hirst’s 

creation as a return for the public’s interest in him. Either way, there is a cycle of exchange 

occurring that is not immediately obvious or apparently equal in output. ‘Especially the 

obligation to return it’ will demonstrate how Hirst’s show is truly interactive. Mauss asks what 

power does an item command that creates this obligation,63 however it is not the item so much as 

power within the process. Mauss uses the case studies of Indigenous communities, particularly 

Polynesian, to define the concept of a ‘system of total services’.64 These exchanges may not 

appear equal superficially, but they are socially equivalent in value and participants. Mauss’ 

conclusion on this cycle explains the obligations and social contracts that occur every day, 

whether conscious or not.  

 
63 Marcel Mauss, “Introduction,” The Gift: Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, 
Translated by W. D. Halls, (London: Routledge, 1990): 1-7, (originally published in 1925): 3. 
64 Ibid., 5. 
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Mauss states the claim that charity is always wounding, as we have a desire to return 

actions, often in a bigger way than the original.65 If Treasures… is a gift, then it is too large to 

return, and therefore might be seen as a form of generosity. How would the public ever 

reciprocate that gesture?  This concept of an insulting end to the exchange fits into Hirst’s 

apparently rude and narcissistic persona.  He has upstaged his viewers in this cycle by giving a a 

gift so lavish, it can never be returned.  He wounds his public with this assertion that he can do 

something for them, but he doesn’t need their attention in return to thrive. 

Mauss writes that “things sold still have a soul,” but that there is often a process of 

detaching that item from its previous owner in a physical or emotional way. 66 This is an 

important consideration for the pieces themselves after they have been removed from the original 

exhibition environment. A table bought at a garage sale is painted, and so becomes a new object. 

But this renewal is not entirely complete. When Hirst’s works from Treasures… are sold 

separately and viewed independently of their all-important original context and accompanying 

works, they are fundamentally changed. The original environment and immersive-ness of Hirst’s 

show is where we gain the over-the-top elements that allow Treasures… to fully function as a 

parafiction. His curated hyperreal environment depends on all the factors in a patron’s physical 

range; the commanding museum rooms, the smell of the water, and fellow patrons and their 

reactions to the immense body of works. These site-specific factors build the experience of 

Treasures… as much as the actual works. While the attention to detail is remarkable, it is the 

sheer number of works and their display and promotion that allows the public to have such a 

unique experience in this show, where they are being convinced or not, by a salesman at heart. 

 
65 Marcel Mauss, “Conclusion,” The Gift: Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, 
Translated by W. D. Halls, (London: Routledge, 1990): 65-83, (originally published in 1925): 65. 
66 Ibid, 66. 
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These services that Hirst provides, of a fully thought out experience, is reciprocated in the 

counter-service of attendees activating his story.  

 Anthropologist Victor Turner further investigates the logic of reciprocity, and the 

anthropological approach of studying systems, actions, and process rather than structures. The 

way performance informs meaning is important to my discussion of exchange. As per Turner’s 

ideas on studying societies, Hirst’s exhibition is a “changing sociosymbolic field rather than [a] 

static structure”.67 His story is active, his viewers are participants having unique experiences, and 

his exhibition is not contained by traditional museum boundaries but extends into the world in a 

documentary and photos. Examining Hirst’s work as an active phenomenon rather than a passive 

one, and heightening its performative power, allows us to see those relationships between 

environment, viewer, and art more clearly. These are not simply elements existing but active 

entities functioning in their own exchanges.  

British anthropologist Mary Douglas’ essay entitled “Pollution” analyses the role of 

pollution, or defilement, on religious and cultural beliefs. If pollution of the sacred can be 

understood as something that confuses a classification or boundary, then Hirst’s work can be 

read as pollution to the art world.68 His interference on the boundaries around history and art are 

confusing but effective. The confusion his pollution creates is what is so crucial to his work’s 

popularity. Of course, when speaking about pollutants and environment, it automatically 

connotes a human intervention on the Earth.  

Relating back to hyperreality, but in the context of specific sites, I feel the need to 

examine Treasures… in the frame of a parallel sort of virtual tourism and an uncanny valley 

 
67 Victor Turner, “Images and Reflections: Ritual, Drama, Carnival, Film, and Spectacle in Cultural 
Performance,” The Anthropology of Performance, (New York: PAJ Publications, 1987): 21. 
68 Mary Douglas, “Pollution.” Implicit Meanings: Selected Essays in Anthropology, (London: Routledge, 
1999): 109. 
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experience. In my academic history, I have previously written on the emotional consequences of 

playing Grand Theft Auto V as a method of touring Los Angeles. This essay explored the déjà vu 

state that occurs when faced with one after the other. Either the real city mirrors the game, or the 

game represents the city. More importantly, depending on the order in which they are 

experienced, a viewer might form opinions on one that they transfer to the other.69 If Treasures… 

is one of a viewer’s first experiences of an antiquities museum, their experience of the genuine 

item later may be tainted since they explored the hyper-perfected idealized Hirst-ory first. 

Treasures… makes a lot of claims about what a museum, an art show, and the past itself, ought 

to contain. The ultimate hyperreal expedition is the comparison of Hirst’s work here and the ‘real 

world’. 

Art historian Tom Gunning’s essay, “Truthiness and the More Real: What Is the 

Difference” refers to the phenomenon of the uncanny valley in the context of art and hyperreal 

environments. Additionally, he makes reference to photographic fakes and Walter Benjamin’s 

argument on the loss of aura. Gunning explores different ways that realistic art may be captured; 

something looks like it’s ‘model’, something is familiar therefore realistic, or something is 

unfamiliar and therefore we pay attention to it.70 All of these viewpoints work exceptionally well 

with Hirst’s work. There is no one way to claim something is realistic, but it nevertheless 

produces the effect of reality. In this way, Treasures… resembled a Disneyworld-style queue for 

a ride.71 Pirates of the Caribbean is a well-known attraction which features a lengthy queue area 

that takes guests through manufactured environments, such as jail cells, leading down to a water 

 
69 Ex, due to the realistic environment, the violence depicted in GTA V’s Los Santos is seen as the norm 
for the real Los Angeles. 
70 Tom Gunning, “Truthiness and the More Real: What Is the Difference?” In More Real? Art in the Age 
of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 176-185, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 181. 
71 Baudrillard famously uses Disneyland as a vehicle to explore simulacra and experiences of truth. I find 
this comparison to Treasures to be particularly helpful because many of his arguments regarding the 
theme park could apply to Hirst’s work. 
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track where the ride will officially begin. If one has been to a real castle, fort, or jail in Europe, 

you will have an almost identical experience of ancient-looking stone, broken metal hooks, and 

the smell of dark water. Disneyworld offers you a hyperreal experience that is so all 

encompassing of your senses that you forget to even question if the ride isn’t in fact created 

under an old jail complex. In Treasures…, the environment is so convincing that details are not 

examined as closely as they should be. In both Treasures… and the Pirates of the Caribbean ride, 

concealed Mickey Mouses hide throughout the world. A constant reminder that the world is 

hyperreal. Hirst uses the likeness of Mickey and other Disney stars in his work frequently, a 

perfect cue to the way in which they function as simulacral spaces.  

Specific environments give Hirst’s exhibition the impact it needs to succeed in its 

deception. Without the in-depth attention to detail on the relationship between environment, 

viewer, and artwork, the show does not succeed. That being said, the works have been sold 

separately, with a notable few going to the Las Vegas hotel Palms Casino Resort. The same 

casino features a brand-new Hirst-themed suite entitled the Empathy Suite for 100,000$ USD a 

night.72 Several of his signature artworks decorate the rooms and all the flooring, lighting, and 

furniture has some artist’s contribution. Outside Treasures…’ Demon With Bowl stands by the 

pool as the centerpiece to the brand new club KAOS run by the casino. At this resort; 

“…guests can opt for the full Hirst experience with the $1 million “KAOS THEORY” 

package, which buys three nights in the suite. That deal includes enough wine to throw a 

bacchanal worthy of the last days of Rome: a 30-liter bottle of Ace of Spades rosé, a 30-

 
72 Nate Freeman, “Damien Hirst Designed the World’s Most Expensive Hotel Suite—and It Might Be His 
Masterpiece,” Artsy.net, Last modified March 5 2019, https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-
damien-hirst-designed-worlds-expensive-hotel-suite-masterpiece 
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liter bottle of Ace of Spades brut, 100 bottles of Dom Pérignon Rose Luminous, 100 

Dom Perignon Brut Luminous, and five bottles of Clase Azul Ultra Magnum.”73 

 
This Vegas mindset is so quintessentially Hirst and so quintessentially Treasures… that it 

cannot be ignored when talking about the original exhibition. These works were initially shown 

in Venice, the ultimate museum city, and a historical symbol of authenticity and truth. The 

juxtaposition of a ‘real’ work being displayed in a ‘fake’ city, Vegas, and the ‘fake’ works debut 

in a ‘real’ city, Venice, allows Hirst’s work to be examined critically with regards to how his 

works convince us of their historicity or further act as a vehicle to the past and symbol of future 

wealth. Hirt’s seemingly deceitful works are anything if not themselves. Genuine parafiction and 

genuine Hirst, Treasures…  hides many truths buried underneath its surface.  

I have organized my thesis chapters into the following sections; Chapter 2. Simulacral 

Objects and the Exhibition as Parafiction; Chapter 3. Venice and Vegas as Hyperreal Spaces, and 

Chapter 4. How the Interpretation of History and Narrative Affects Parafiction. I draw on the 

work of sociologists and anthropologists, where I have found rich concepts of reality and history 

the most conducive to theorizing Treasures… The exhibition is site-specific and uncommon in 

its promotion and reception. By drawing from these authors, I hope to develop a fuller 

understanding of the connections and relationships between Hirst’s work, the environments they 

occupy and create, and his viewers. My analysis of Hirst here makes the claim that this 

exhibition changes his oeuvre and will allow viewers to treat his art as a serious intervention in 

reality. My thesis will change the assumption that Hirst’s work is simply commercial and lacks 

deeper value by laying out the areas in which Hirst promotes rich discussion on today’s 

 
73 Sarah Cascone, “Damien Hirst’s 60-Foot-Tall Demon Will Loom Over the Most Expensive, Art-
Bedecked Hotel Renovation in Las Vegas’s History,” Last modified April 3 2019. 
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/damien-hirst-las-vegas-hotel-demon-1507594 
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environments and social relationships, especially those revolving around new technologies and 

copies. Treasures… invites a thoughtful critique that I will put forward in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Simulacral Objects and the Exhibition as Parafiction 

In this chapter, I will argue that Hirst’s objects and parafiction itself are simulacral. Treasures… 

confuses authenticity, but Hirst’s blend of artefacts and replicas is not unprecedented. Replicas 

are frequently used in the exhibition of antiquities. Hirst, however, claims that some works are 

replicas, and some are originals, when in fact all are contemporary fabrications and original Hirst 

sculptures. Museums may not be able to show the original version of an antiquity, and most often 

it is not logistically difficult to create a replica. In contemporary art as well, Hirst often operates 

with a workshop rather than his own hand, and so calls into question what terms define the 

authenticity of an art object. Authenticity can be defined against ideas or physical properties, but 

why is a conceptual Hirst accepted as an original, while a museum replica is not? Rosalind 

Krauss suggests that authenticity is ascribed to replicas of Auguste Rodin’s sculptures, arguing 

that authenticity is tied to the idea of art and the mythology of the artist, rather than invested in 

the physical object.74 While this kind of struggle for authenticity haunts replicas, the value 

ascribed to originality is an integral of copies of artworks even today. The most important factor 

for the public when confronted with a replica is its ability to be as true to the expected original as 

possible.75 While in the context of exhibitions, replicas and copies are not uncommon, I am more 

interested in the phenomenon of an exhibition of replicas. In Treasures… Hirst claims that his 

works are a mixture of authentic pieces and replicated copies, but the bigger point to be made is 

that the show as a whole is premised on a hoax. It cannot be treated as either real or fake. One 

must look at how the overall effect of Treasures… is a replica of a collection of antiquities. 
 

74 Rosalind Krauss, “Toward Postmodernism,” The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist 
Myths, (London: MIT Press, 1996): 171. 
75 Paul F Wilson, Janet Stott, Jason M. Warnett, Alex Attridge, M. Paul Smith, Mark A. Williams,  
"Museum Visitor Preference for the Physical Properties of 3D Printed Replicas," Journal of Cultural 
Heritage 32 (Complete): 176. 
doi:10.1016/j.culher.2018.02.002. http://resolver.scholarsportal.info/resolve/12962074/v32icomplete/176
_mvpftppo3pr. 
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One of the most compelling examples of the exhibition of antique replicas is the 

Parthenon. The Parthenon that stands today is a shadow of its former self, yet there are a variety 

of reconstructed elements that try and create an authentic image. The accompanying Acropolis 

Museum features many artefacts and copies of historically significant works and architectural 

details. However, there is a second Parthenon in Nashville, Tennessee. Originally built in 1897, 

this replicated Parthenon is completely inauthentic, but is painted in full colour, features 

complete decorations, and more closely matches the original building of Ancient Greece.76 

Today it is a historic site in its own right. Visitors to Tennessee seem to experience a more 

authentic Parthenon, despite the fact that it is technically unrelated to the original. In Greece, the 

Acropolis Museum features a large number of replicas, as the original artefacts have been spread 

around the globe. Therefore, to have the ‘most authentic’ experience of the Parthenon, one must 

visit the British Museum, among other sites, to see all the possible original pieces, as well as the 

Athenian site for the foundations. Tourists may be disappointed in replicas, but they allow for a 

more comprehensive experience in the moment. After searching both the Grecian and American 

Parthenons on TripAdvisor, a popular website for reviewing landmarks and activities, I 

discovered that reviewers appear to favour the American site. Reviews for the Grecian site 

mention disappointment in the lack of original material and the abundance of recreated content. 

Whereas reviews for the American site praise its authenticity, the difference seems to be in their 

respective historical claims, whether a material connection or an accurate imitation. When faced 

with something that ought to be authentic, but is filled with recreations, there is disappointment. 

But when something that is known to be a recreation is impressive, it is commended.77 These 

 
76 “The Parthenon,” Nashville.gov, Last modified 2019, https://www.nashville.gov/Parks-and-
Recreation/Parthenon.aspx 
77 I will further expand this investigation of large-scale replicas in the next chapter, particularly in relation 
to Las Vegas. 
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reactions are important to Treasures… because it is a completely fake exhibition if you do not 

subscribe to the presented narrative. With its “authentic fakes”78 Treasures… is a site of 

parafiction and simulacra that calls for a conversation about truthiness in contemporary art. This 

chapter explores my argument that simulacral, parafictive, and hyperreal elements all work 

together create an environment that is ungrounded from reality but nevertheless an authentic 

work of Hirst’s creation. 

 

2.1 Simulacrum, Appearances and the Foundations of Treasures…  

The concepts of simulacra and parafiction are at the heart of my analysis, as well as the concept 

of the non-place, which results from a liminal environment. In Treasures… Hirst has invited a 

larger conversation about what it means to represent or be represented. By creating false 

representations of what could be genuine historical artefacts, Hirst claims to understand what it 

means to be authentic and accurate. His synthesis of antiquities prompts an investigation into 

what it means to represent something as genuine when both the artist and viewer have no 

reference point for an original. Through Treasures… Hirst claims to be an expert on these relics 

and civilizations, as he allegedly consulted with experts and now presents their knowledge in his 

exhibition for the public. While there are several pieces that immediately strike a viewer as 

unbelievable, such as Mickey Mouse busts, the majority of works appear convincing. His 

juxtaposition of more frivolous pieces may assist in validating the more mundane objects, as a 

viewer could be more concerned with a Transformer toy than a collection of coins. This 

juxtaposition of contemporary against historical, and the evolution and evaluation of an art object 

informs my argument that Hirst creates a parafictive exhibition. In this chapter I focus on how 

 
78 Elizabeth Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” In More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, edited 
by Elizabeth Armstrong, 24- 75, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 27. 
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the concepts of the simulacrum and parafiction inform the foundation of Treasures… I examine 

Hirst’s works with a focus on their materiality and the viewer’s experience of them in the 

original space relating to the concepts of simulacra, parafiction, hyperreality, and the non-place. 

I am largely limiting my examination of parafiction to Treasures…, although many 

modern and contemporary artists have employed parafictive elements in their work. Hirst’s 

treatment of history through parafiction challenges the public’s implicit trust in authority. His 

simulacral history is aesthetically engaging but needs to be examined more closely for its social 

critiques. Treasures… is not a simple deception. Hirst hides the truth with the expectation that it 

will be uncovered. A superficial examination will still yield a meaningful discussion on his 

employment of historical references, however an examination of the simulacrum and parafictive 

elements present will be the most valuable.  

Hirst introduces a new way to present and represent in Treasures… He builds an 

exhibition that claims to be from history when it is in fact contemporary. While that seems to 

establish that this work is not historical, French anthropologist Marc Augé writes that; 

Without the monumental illusion before the eyes of the living, history would be a mere 

abstraction. The social space bristles with monuments – imposing stone buildings, 

discreet mud shrines – which may not be directly functional but give every individual the 

justified feeling that, for the most part, they pre-existed him and will survive him. 

Strangely, it is a set of breaks and discontinuities in space that expresses continuity in 

time.79  

 

 
79 Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, Translation by John 
Howe (New York: Verso, 1995): 60.  
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Therefore, while Hirst’s work is not the history it claims to be, it will become historical in the 

future. It is going to stand for the climate of parafiction and truthiness in this decade. 

Hirst creates “reverse readymades”: a term curator Elizabeth Armstrong uses for objects 

that are meant to look like something from daily life but are actually a skilled copy.80 Andy 

Warhol’s famous Brillo boxes are this type of intervention.81 Hirst goes one step further by 

creating copies of something that is not mundane and is not even real. Unlike a typical reverse 

readymade, his works are aesthetically captivating and look like traditionally valuable artworks 

in their immediate appearance. He is an expert in subverting expectations. By creating this 

parafictive space for his works he forces viewers to be more critical. Every detail requires 

examining because the trust between artist and viewer is being betrayed. A viewer of Warhol’s 

Brillo boxes does not undergo the betrayal that the viewers of Treasures… do. It is not a question 

of ‘fake’ or ‘real’ within Treasures…, because the parafiction is so detailed. The works are a 

much more significant deception. His simulacra are an advanced illusion. 

 

2.2 Hyperreality as the Culmination of the Simulacrum 

The simulacrum is, lives within, and produces the hyperreal.82 It functions by existing as 

physically real, yet too far removed from the original it tried to emulate to be considered a copy. 

Many individual simulacra together create a hyperreality. Hyperreality and the simulacrum are 

not interchangeable but work together and similarly. While a simulacral object is a copy without 

an original, a hyperreal space is somewhere that perpetuates its own reality. A theme park, movie 
 

80 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 31.  
81 Mark Levy, “From the Real to the More Real: A Brief Historical and Philosophical Sketch of 
Hyperreality and Its Roots in Realism, Impressionism, Surrealism, Pop Art, and Postmodernism,” In 
More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 86-99, (Minneapolis: Prestel 
Publishing, 2012): 96. 
82 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, Translation by Sheila Faria Glaser, (Michigan: University 
of Michigan Press, 1994): 1. 
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set, or deceptive art exhibition are all hyperreal. For Hirst, his narrative of the exhibition that is 

the parafiction, whereas the hyperreality is the space itself that corroborates the parafiction. 

Hirst’s entire exhibition is a variety of simulacra and is in fact itself a simulacrum of an 

exhibition of antiquities. The simulacrum is evident throughout modern society and technology, 

but never more so than currently. Hyperreality in America in the 1970s is my starting point for 

this analysis of Treasures… since it is a show that exists within and produces hyperreality. I 

chose this analysis because it emerges contemporaneously with the other sociological theories I 

am drawing from and will help my juxtaposition of hyperreal phenomena pre- and post-internet. 

For Baudrillard, there is a real, a copy, and a simulacrum. In hyperreality, there is an absolute 

real and an absolute fake.83 Reproducing reality is the loose goal of both simulacra and 

hyperreality, who both inadvertently create their own realities. An object or an environment can 

be successfully hyperreal.  

Italian philosopher Umberto Eco explains the ‘creche-ification’ trend in America; the 

obsession to historicize quickly, immortalize in an ‘authentic’ reproduction, and display to the 

public.84 This pre-internet hyperreality refers to the desire for an individualized original. A 

replica made ‘just for me’. Restored historical houses, wax figures, and dioramas are this kind of 

hyperreality. ‘Analog’ hyperreality appears to be one of Hirst’s biggest inspirations for 

Treasures… His work essentially produces a wax museum effect – where copies are not quite 

right. Crossing into the uncanny valley, technology obsessed humans have become infatuated 

with the ‘less genuine’ recreation than the ‘real’ thing.85 Disneyland is more attractive than 

reality because it is a brighter, better reality, despite being very far from an accurate 

 
83 Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality: Essays, Translated by William Weaver, (Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1986): 7. 
84 Ibid., 10. 
85 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 29. 
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representation of daily life. The hyperreality slowly erases original reality.86 In Treasures… the 

simulacrum is that of an antiquities exhibition. But it is a hyperreal version, complete with 

unicorn skulls, golden heads, and massive statues. A much brighter and better version. This type 

of simulacrum exists within the American Parthenon, with the more glamorous experience it 

presents than the original.  

The hyperreal effect created in Hirst’s work is similar to going to a children’s safety 

village. A safety village is a North American phenomenon where children can experience a 

downsized ‘real’ city in a controlled environment. Name brand grocery stores, banks, and chain 

businesses are represented at a fraction of their original size. While they are completely empty, 

their façades are convincing for a child. These giant dioramas feature intersections and traffic 

signs designed to educate children about the rules of the road and city life. Children can drive an 

ATV through the downtown and experience driving for the first time. They can live in a 

simulacrum for a day. For the child, this feels like real driving. They are surrounded by real 

stores and real traffic lights. Typically, a three-dimensional simulacrum is less convincing than a 

two-dimensional one because it is required to be more convincing and cannot fulfill all the 

demands.87 But the hyperreal aspect of the safety village is firmly intact, and so while it is 

obviously fake, it is completely fascinating. Hirst’s exhibition is a model of an antiquities 

exhibition. Where Treasures… goes much further than the safety village is that Hirst claims they 

are authentic, bringing parafiction into the hyperreality. With parafiction he has achieved what 

the three-dimensional simulacrum struggles to complete, which is to convince. While 

hyperreality is exciting, the parafiction flips the art back around towards reality. 

 
86 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 30. 
87 Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, 107. 
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While Hirst creates a simulated environment, other artists employ hyperreality at a 

different scale. Peter Fischli and David Weiss created simulated objects. The duo’s Polyurethane 

Objects are simulacra which together create a hyperreal intervention. Fischli and Weiss’ work is 

not a full immersion into a hyperreal world, but rather an investigation into the items that fill 

everyday spaces. They say that, “unlike Pop art, which turns one particular object into an icon, 

they are a collection of replicas of worthless everyday objects.”88 By shifting the intention in 

their replicas and using humor in their process, Fischli and Weiss manage to show the worth and 

banality of a replica at the same time. The group’s interest in unproductivity is clear here, and 

their lack of an obvious goal allows their replicas to speak for themselves.89 Their Rubber 

Sculptures included items such as cabinets; cast and then assembled with great detail.90 They 

wanted to create items that were simple but elevated above the ordinary.91 Compared to Hirst’s 

faux antiquities, these simulated objects seem to be a more directly digestible artwork. They are 

unaffected and independent simulations, juxtaposed against Hirst’s immersive narrative. But 

Fischli and Weiss are bringing forth many of the same questions as Hirst’s work; what does it 

mean for this item to be included in this gallery space? How was this item found or made? What 

does this item represent compared to similar items outside of a gallery context?  

If Hirst’s exhibition was presented as a maquette of an antiquities exhibition, it would be 

praised for the technical skill required to copy such intricate items. However, by claiming it is a 

collection of ancient artefacts, he removes the awe of the copy. Unlike German philosopher 

 
88 “Peter Fischli David Weiss Polyurethane Objects,” Matthew Marks Gallery, Last modified 2014, 
https://www.matthewmarks.com/los-angeles/exhibitions/2014-01-18_peter-fischli-david-weiss/  
89 “Peter Fischli David Weiss: How to Work Better,” Guggenheim, Last modified 2016, 
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/resource-unit/peter-fischli-david-weiss-how-to-work-better  
90 “Fischli and Weiss, Gummiskulpturen, 2000–2001,” http://www.swiss-
artfoundry.com/artistsprojects/fischli-and-weiss/rubber-sculptures-20002001/  
91 “Fischli and Weiss, Gummiskulpturen, 2000–2001,” Swiss Art Foundry, Last Modified 2016, 
https://www.matthewmarks.com/los-angeles/exhibitions/2014-01-18_peter-fischli-david-weiss/ 
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Walter Benjamin’s writing on the loss of the aura in a reproduction, within hyperreality the copy 

possesses its own distinct aura. It is something to be valued and marveled over. Hyperreality is 

rooted around the excitement that it produces by engaging individual people directly. The 

analog, physical hyperreal is the simulacral precedent for Treasures… Hirst’s exhibition space 

magnifies this excitement due to the parafictive intervention, where the wonder of the hyperreal 

is heightened by the deception of the narrative. Hirst further pushes the boundaries of 

hyperreality with his catalogue and documentary. These external media work as verifications of 

his narrative and work together with his parafiction to engage his audience more fully. By 

extending his work outside of the gallery space, he utilizes the newest kind of hyperreality.  

The newest phase of hyperreality can be associated with the rise of the internet and 

digital culture. This type of hyperreality is far more complex as it often exists as a digital space. 

It is the evolution of contemporary experiences becoming increasingly mediated by technology 

and online spaces. When the virtual rivals reality, there is a hyperreal crisis. While traditional 

hyperreality is more concerned with replicas, contemporary hyperreality is faced with the 

challenge of augmented reality and AI. The real and fake are always juxtaposed in the digital 

world.92 With the rise of digital spaces comes a crisis of identity.93 These spaces can heighten a 

sense of immersion in a persona or story, but it also confuses reality. Uncertainty about an 

environment’s authenticity can make other realities feel counterfeit.94 Hirst relies on this kind of 

confusion as there is a quintessentially hyperreal environment in his exhibition. The parafiction 

works within hyperreality, and with simulacra, to produce its effects and achieve its intervention. 

With his documentary, Hirst uses modern hyperreality and how effective it is at seducing 

individuals by being a popular medium to consume.  
 

92 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 45. 
93 Ibid., 35. 
94 Ibid., 40. 
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The documentary is available through Netflix and runs for an hour and twenty-two 

minutes. Although it is in English, there are subtitles in German, Italian, Spanish and French 

available, giving his work a wider reach. Netflix describes the film with; “This cinematic journey 

into the waters off East Africa chronicles the story behind artist Damien Hirst’s massive 

exhibition of oceanic treasures.” Netflix does not give any indication of the parafiction, but the 

inclusion of a documentary signifies how committed Hirst is to making his hyperreality truly 

immersive and successful. In the film, Hirst gives a ‘behind the scenes’ glimpse into the recovery 

process and the challenges and milestones his crew faced in this exhibition. The documentary 

features interviews, walkthroughs of the exhibition space, and much of Hirst’s own analysis. The 

film appears to have had a very high budget and features many locations and individuals. The 

entire documentary supports the parafiction and Hirst manages to verify all his claims with the 

inclusion of individuals from every stage of the process. His fantastic sculptures are 

contextualized, and the further the film progresses, the less far-fetched any of the facts seem, 

despite hints at the parafiction. These simulacral sculptures are able to become more grounded in 

the digital medium because individuals are more primed for a hyperreal environment on a screen.  

Simulacra become historical objects in Hirst’s exhibition. These post-truth artworks, and 

the whole environment, function in a hyperreal process. They create and sustain a reality that is 

not the true lived experience. Treasures… consisted of many independent exhibition spaces that 

each worked together to create a fully immersive environment of uncertainty. Take the statue of 

a skull as a hyperreal object (see Figure 2). This item is described as ‘Room 10 Item A, Skull of 

a Cyclops’. This is a really rich piece for Hirst’s goals and exemplifies the strength of his 

parafiction. The description in the guidebook reads; 
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This marble sculpture replicates the giant skull of a female mammoth. Demonstrating the 

enduring need to create narratives for that which resists explanation, the ancients 

accounted for the discovery of fossils and unknown animal bones through complex 

mythological creations. With their large central nasal cavities, mammoth and elephant 

skulls may once have been attributed to the mythical race of savage one-eyed giants, the 

Cyclopes. This object is one of a number of pieces acquired by the collector that would 

have been deemed inauthentic by contemporaries, who would presumably have believed 

it to be a real skull.95 

 

 

Figure 2. Damien Hirst, “Skull of a Cyclops,” 2017, Carrara marble, Venice, Italy.  

 

This passage gives many hints towards Hirst’s fakery. He alludes to plausibility, myth, and 

copies. The focus of this description is on belief, and what the skull is believed to be. It does not 

 
95 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 19. 
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matter what the skull truly is, it only matters what was believed. This cyclops skull informed 

individuals about the function of nature and time. The mammoth skull informs scientists of the 

same. This copy of a mammoth skull is a simulacrum and functions as a way for Hirst to world-

build within Treasures… He does not say where this sculpture originated from, or anything 

regarding its creation, because its origin is concealed. The existence of the copy is all that 

matters. From cyclops to mammoth to replica to Hirst’s history, there is a full precession of the 

simulacrum. The last line in this passage focuses on the belief of the Collector’s contemporaries, 

and their skepticism in the item’s inherent truth. The sudden drop-off in text signals the 

indefinite beginning and end of the object’s origin in history. That is how Hirst’s show operates. 

A viewer’s perception of these representations/originals/fakes is what is valuable. This is the 

hyperreal state of Treasures…  

A strong example of a hyperreal artwork that compares to Treasures… is Le dépanneur 

Canadassimo by Canadian collective BGL. This hyperreal space was originally showed at the 

2015 Venice Biennale and was reconstructed for a second time in 2017 in Ottawa, Ontario. 

While a work changes with context, this simulated environment was extremely similar in both 

iterations. This was a piece that was meant to embody Canadian identity, so the group chose to 

create a scale replica of a Quebecois convenience store. They built and filled the store as if it was 

completely ordinary. Unique touches such as a lucky cat that signified that this may be owned by 

Chinese-Canadians, Quebec lottery posters, and handwritten French signs give the entire space a 

sense of authenticity. While a dépanneur is not an exciting place to go in everyday life, to 

encounter one as a gallery space is unexpectedly thrilling. It is something ordinary turned 

extraordinary through its hyperreal quality. If the dépanneur model was assembled in a vacant 

storefront in a busy downtown, no one would fully comprehend the message. It would be an 
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utterly underwhelming experience – until one learned that it was not ‘real’ – it was art. The 

context of a parafiction challenges reality and appearances, especially in the context of the art 

exhibition. While they produce different effects, Le dépanneur Canadassimo and Treasures… 

both utilize simulacra to replicate the viewer’s pre-existing knowledge of the references it 

involves. 

 Le dépanneur Canadassimo consisted of a recreated corner store, complete with local 

brands and a slightly cheap overall aesthetic. Nearly indistinguishable from a real convenience 

store, Le dépanneur Canadassimo gives itself away as art in one unique wall. BGL chose to 

laminate all food products on the back shelf in a holographic plastic that warps the packaging 

and distorts ones view of the entire wall. The trio have made no concrete statement on the 

meaning behind this decision, other than it may have been inspired by drinking large amounts of 

Prosecco.96 This further intervention into an already hyperreal environment allows for a more 

conscious interaction with the site. In this familiar space, it is the unfamiliar element that will 

capture one’s attention.97 The work is not concerned with the type of object, and more about the 

perception of an item, that achieves the fullest reaction.98 Hyperreality is a way for artists to gain 

richer reactions from their viewers.   

 

2.3 Non-places Operating within Treasures… 

The non-place can be identified by an abandonment of identity. Once a passport or ticket is 

checked as a social contract, a traveller is free to become whatever kind of person they wish. 

 
96 Musée des beaux-arts du Canada, “Biennale canadienne 2017 - BGL” last modified October 19, 2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8huttTNrAo 
97 Tom Gunning, “Truthiness and the More Real: What Is the Difference?” In More Real? Art in the Age 
of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 176-185, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 181. 
98 Ibid. 
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There is both comfort and thrill in the anonymity of a non-place.99 Drivers in rush hour yell at 

dehumanized cars speeding past. There is no consideration for who is inside the vehicle, because 

they are protected by their anonymity. Passengers in an airport lounge wear; pyjamas, winter 

coats, or formal wear, feeling no judgement in their strange dress because there is anonymity. 

While the viewers of Treasures… do not give up their identities, in fact they act very 

conspicuously, Hirst’s statues are mere caricatures of antiquities. The identity, and authenticity, 

of a Roman coin is lost in Hirst’s parafiction. While the coin is indeed gold and a precious item 

in its identity as a ‘Hirst’, it has abandoned that to wear the mask of an antiquity, to which it has 

no credibility. The coin has no authority to support itself in its position, only what Hirst has 

instructed. Hirst claims to his audience ‘this is a Roman coin’ but the coin is nothing. It is not 

being valued for its karats, it is valued for its connection to history, which is entirely false, 

leaving the coin with nothing. This stripping is parallel to how inhabitants of a non-place may act 

very oddly when anonymity is available. Unable to manage to keep to social codes due to their 

namelessness, people, and items here, break convention. The patrons of Treasures… do not act in 

this way because they either do not know it is a parafiction or they respect the works as 

contemporary art. Either way, viewers came through the exhibition spaces as if they were in any 

conventional museum. Those social contracts are strong, and the parafiction employs that to 

ensure it is a successful intervention. 

Baudrillard defines ‘space’ as “opened up, animated, invested with rhythm and expanded 

by a correlation between objects and a transcendence of their functions within a new 

structure.”100 Hirst’s work, while certainly activated by its viewers, is a strong example of a non-

place. Hirst manufactures an entire reality as the historical context for his art. The non-place is 

 
99 Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, 101. 
100 Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, Tranlsation by James Benedict (New York: Verso, 2005): 17. 
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fueled by isolation and guaranteed interpretation. The physical aspects of a non-place are not 

immediately apparent, but it is the behaviour that occurs in these spaces that defines the 

phenomenon. As Marc Augé writes, “…a space which cannot be defined as relational, historical, 

or concerned with identity will be a non-place.”101 I argue that creation of a non-place within 

Hirst’s environment is due to the parafictive elements present in Treasures… Parafiction works 

as an intervention in reality. It is formed by an authoritative entity claiming something.102 It does 

not matter if it is true or false, only how convincing the source is. The power to persuade in this 

way is referred to as ‘truthiness’.103 In Treasures… there is a great deal of persuasion that works 

to target each viewer individually.  

The non-place is fueled by an individual’s isolation. The classic examples from Augé’s 

work are the highway and airport lounge, as these are quintessentially not anthropological 

spaces.104 Hyperreal experiences in these spaces are expected. The non-place is the traveller’s 

domain.105 The associated emotions of being in transit inform the non-place. It also interferes 

with one’s concept of time, either in time-zones or a lack of windows, landmarks, and natural 

elements. Since the non-place is measured by hours, timetables, and schedules rather than days 

or nights, it is an incredibly disorienting experience. In the same way these traditionally 

understood non-places are, Treasures… is a non-place for its alienating aspect, but also by how it 

is outside of time and history. Treasures… isolates its viewers because no two viewers 

experience the works in the same way. While that can be said about all visual art, there is a 

strong case for Hirst’s unprecedented feat here. The exhibition is experienced individually 

 
101 Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, 63. 
102 Carrie Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” In More Real? Art in the Age of 
Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 115-143, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 131. 
103 Ibid., 120. 
104 Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, 96. 
105 Ibid., 86.  
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depending on if, or when, the fakeness of it all is uncovered. If a viewer knows about the 

parafiction beforehand, towards the beginning, or after, their experience will greatly alter their 

reaction to the works. Treasures… was shown across two different locations and it was possible 

to begin at either, or to only see one site.  

While the non-place is a product of supermodernity and therefore inseparable from digital 

mediators, Treasures… nevertheless registers the experiences of solitude that occur within 

‘social’ media.106 The non-place is akin to a limbo state, and defined by its relation to places that 

an individual experiences before and after, and what an individual gains from those places.107 In 

Hirst’s work, the before and after refers to the knowing or not knowing the parafiction. However, 

if the parafiction is never uncovered, the viewer risks leaving the exhibition in a continuation of 

this limbo state. A non-place can be a very disorienting space. Quintessential to a non-place is 

the reliance on written communication, particularly in signs. These may be prescriptive, 

prohibitive, or informative.108  

 Treasures… offers a scarce amount of didactic material, although all the more 

convincing for referring to the loss of antiquities, or perhaps to the loss of antiquity itself. There 

is a detailed floorplan/guidebook which attempts to label each piece. This PDF was available as a 

hard copy booklet in a variety of languages, through the exhibition app, or online from the 

exhibition website. Over the entrance to the exhibition was the wall text;  

SOMEHWERE BETWEEN LIES 

AND TRUTH LIES THE TRUTH 

signifying to the detail-oriented viewer that there is perhaps something hidden in the works 

ahead. While with the rise of internet culture, individuals today are more cautious about 
 

106 Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, 93.  
107 Ibid., 94. 
108 Ibid., 96. 
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credibility and authenticity, this does not extend into their lived experiences.109 This is what 

makes the parafiction so clever. It awakens a critical awareness of the many levels of deceit and 

the displacement of truth at play in aspects of daily life.  

 Lastly, the non-place is always available to break through and take over a place.110 The 

distinction between traveling through and inhabiting can be altered. In this exhibition Hirst has 

created a liminal space that is so caught between truth and fabrication that it concludes as a non-

place. While the non-place can emerge in any site that exposes itself to these tropes, Hirst 

purposefully curates a non-place to achieve the strongest disorienting effect possible on his 

audience. This experience of a non-place is more powerful in Treasures… because it is 

unexpected. Viewers do not think that they will be confronted with this type of twist on reality.  

 

2.4 Parafiction in Treasures… 

The concept of the simulacrum is a direct predecessor of parafiction. “Parafiction is related to but 

not quite a member of the category of fiction as established in literary and dramatic art. It 

remains a bit outside.”111 It is concerned with the interpreter much more than the simulacrum. It 

requires an audience to activate because it is fully experienced. Unlike a novel or TV show, 

which is fictitious, parafiction is performed and produces an effect on its audience.112 It is a 

lived-in phenomenon.113 I was made aware of parafiction when I first saw Treasures… Never 

before had I seen an art exhibition that was so detailed in person. The immersive quality of 

parafiction is effective and unique. A parafictive artwork is like being able to experience 

someone else’s point of view in three dimensions, thanks to its performative aspect. To walk 
 

109 Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” 138. 
110Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, 107. 
111 Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,”117-118. 
112 Ibid.,” 123. 
113 Ibid., 118. 
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through an alternate reality is a very different process for merely hearing someone express an 

alternate view. Parafiction’s greatest power is when it is not realized, and viewers absorb the 

information as they would from any authoritative source. Art historian Carrie Lambert-Beatty’s 

definition of parafiction is my primary source for an explanation. Her accessible language on the 

nature of a parafiction establishes my own understanding and informs my analysis of Hirst’s 

work as a hyperreal parafictive artwork. She argues that fictitious artworks are an emerging trend 

in contemporary art, and that while parafiction differs from fiction in that it interacts with the 

real world, it is less concerned with deception as it is with trust.114 She writes that; 

…like a paramedic as opposed to a medical doctor, a parafiction is related to but not quite 

a member of the category of fiction as established in literary and dramatic art. It remains 

a bit outside. It does not perform its procedures in the hygienic clinics of literature, but 

has one foot in the field of the real… Simply put, with various degrees of success, for 

various durations, and for various purposes, these fictions are experienced as fact… They 

achieve truth-status… All of which may be a nice way to say that a parafiction is a 

deception.115   

While it is a deception, it is a purposeful deception. It is so much more than a lie, but rather a 

complex environment specifically targeting viewers with something they would not normally 

confront. Lambert-Beatty’s explanation pinpoints exactly how parafiction functions in 

Treasures… The “truth-status” of a parafiction is the factor that Hirst employs so carefully. He 

creates a great deal of material to ensure that the story he presents is believably comprehensive. 

Parafiction confuses relationships between authority and consumer, by existing in between 

fiction and fact.  
 

114 Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” 118. 
115 Ibid. 
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Parafiction is the framework by which to understand Hirst’s artwork as a whole. For this 

exhibition to be analysed productively, the parafiction must be held above all other features of 

the works. Each individual object is extremely valuable, both in material terms but also as a 

collection of Hirst originals. The parafiction is a paradox and is of paramount importance to 

investing the objects with artistic value and not simply material value. When looking at 

Treasures… it is important to remember that it is made up of genuine precious metals and skilled 

artisans labour, but it is imperative to always refer back to how the parafiction functions. 

Working with parafiction at the forefront of my analysis of Treasures…, there is a greater focus 

on how smaller components work together to create the overall effect, like a micro-structural 

functionalism analysis. This type of examination works perfectly with Hirst’s creations as they 

are all working together to achieve such a detailed parafiction. Take the sculpture of a jade 

Buddha as an example of how the show relies on a variety of pieces to successfully build the 

parafiction. Alone it is a sculpture of a Buddha, valued for its connection to history, symbolism, 

and precious material. Within Treasures… it helps to validate the history. It supports the myth by 

being significant but not so significant it becomes unbelievable. While Hirst is not the first artist 

to use parafiction, he does utilize it in a very different way in Treasures… by making a 

parafiction of an art exhibition. Another good example is Hirst’s photographic inclusions. 

Peppered throughout both sites were very large, glossy, backlit photos of divers recovering the 

works they were stationed beside (see Figure 3). These imposing photos were incredibly well 

produced and verified all of Hirst’s claims. The in-situ shot of the recovery only further confirms 

the story, as there is little room for doubt when faced with a massive realistic image of a diver 

holding a stone statue. The parafiction is strengthened through these kinds of external 

validations. 
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Figure 3. Damien Hirst, “Hydra and Kali Discovered by Four Divers,” 2017, Powder-coated aluminium, 
printed polyester and acrylic lightbox, Venice, Italy.  

One of the best known parafictive artworks is Walid Raad’s creation, The Atlas Group. 

This parafiction is described as “alternative narratives”116 and simply “fictionalized”117. Walid 

Raad created the persona of The Atlas Group to document parafictive histories of Lebanon using 

a variety of archival material. His notebooks and photographs appear at first glance to be regular 

historical documentation. His use of regular and expected mediums is the key to his parafiction. 

Only their placement within a contemporary gallery undermines their credibility as historical 

facts. It is well known that it is a constructed story. Even when the truth is found out the art is 

still powerful because of what the alternative reality represents. This kind of intervention is no 

less powerful just because it is known to be constructed. Raad changes details regarding the 

group based on the audience and context his work is being shown in, adapting and 

 
116 “Collection Online: Walid Raad/The Atlas Group,” Guggenheim, 
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/walid-raad-the-atlas-group 
117 “Walid Raad,” MoMA, Last modified 2015, https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1493 
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accommodating to ensure his work has the largest possible effect.118 Hirst is operating on the 

assumption that the parafiction has not been discovered, which makes his art more consistent 

with European tropes of presentation. He needs to convince as broad a spectrum of patrons as 

possible, so he works to capture the correct overall appearance of an antiquities exhibition. His 

parafiction is more intricate because there is a chance that it will be fully believed.  

Parafiction and hyperreality create experiences that are ingenuine but could be perceived 

as real. As Carrie Lambert-Beatty writes; 

Like “I christen this ship,” or “I do” in a wedding ceremony…it is a case of what J. L. 

Austin called the “unhappy performative”—speech acts that don’t take. (If an actor in a 

movie says, “I now pronounce you man and wife,” the speech act is not untrue, but 

“infelicitous.”) Parafictions in general are performative, where that is understood to mean 

that they effect or produce something rather than describe or denote it…But insofar as 

they make someone believe, how- ever temporarily or ambiguously, they trouble the 

distinction between happy and unhappy performativity.119  

This distinction is what parafiction relies on. It wants to imitate reality but does not carry the 

same intentions as the realities it imitates. Parafiction always seeks to achieve its intervention, 

regardless of what the goal of the form it is copying was. Parafiction is an unhappy performative 

because it mimics reality.  

Parafiction is the key to understanding Hirst’s exhibition. While parafiction can be traced 

further back throughout the art historical canon, I focus on how parafiction has been operating 

 
118 Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” 137. 
119 Ibid. 
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over the last ten years or so.120  Parafictive art is always an intervention into something.121 Like 

culture jamming activists, parafiction relies on the ability to ‘trick’ or even ‘convince’.122 

Parafictions range in medium and message but are similar in their immediate aesthetic deception. 

While constructed stories are one form of parafiction, another is a full imitation of reality. Artist 

Sharon Lockhart interacts with Duane Hanson’s hyperrealist sculptures in a parafictive way. In 

Lunch Break Instillation, Lockhart photographs workers installing an already simulacral 

sculpture of hyperreal scaffolding and workmen. Between two photographs, two workers appear 

to shift, signaling to the viewer that there may be real people in these scenes.123 The viewer is left 

not knowing which figures, if any, are real. Hyperreality is always a questioning of the real.124 A 

parafiction relies on simulacra but also on the expected relationship between viewer and artwork. 

It can be overwhelming to analyze contemporary deceptive artworks, but there have always 

existed recreations and forgeries of objects worth copying. The twist with parafiction is that the 

artist’s motivations are deeper and more confrontational for their audience. Parafiction forces us 

to think critically, even if it uncomfortable or unfamiliar.  

 

2.5 Truthiness in Contemporary Art 

Any contemporary conversation around the simulacrum and parafiction will need to include 

truthiness. Truthiness denotes that truth is no longer connected to provable facts, but instead is 

understood by the trust of an authority figure. In the mid-2000s, when this term was becoming 

more commonly used, this referred to the rise in Creationist teachings, and the belief that global 

 
120 Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafiction and Plausibility,” 143.  
121 Ibid., 118. 
122 Ibid., 132. 
123 More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, (Minneapolis: Prestel 
Publishing, 2012): 262. 
124 Mark Levy, “From the Real to the More Real,” 87. 
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warming was an elaborate hoax.125 The hyperreality produced by these ideologies results in 

individuals experiencing very different versions of reality. When viewing a hyperrealist artwork, 

an individual can question reality and enter into a debate on what representation means to 

them.126 Truthiness, while not initially an art-historical term, is a powerful descriptor of 

parafictive artworks. Truthiness implies an uncertainty about the facts of a situation. The anxiety 

parafiction produces works in conjuncture with truthiness to create the sense of uneasiness that 

Hirst’s show capitalizes on so effectively.  

Within a hyperreal experience, a person must negotiate truth and reality even though they 

did not want to put themselves into that conversation. When a hyperreal artwork is an all-

encompassing instillation that blurs the line between art and every day, patrons experience a 

range of emotions from excitement to anger. In 2008, the AGO held the parafictive exhibition He 

Named Her Amber by artist Iris Haüssler. The artwork consisted of a false archeological 

excavation inside a house attached to the gallery. A story was presented, along with artefacts and 

supporting verification that this was indeed a recovered history. Unlike Hirst’s exhibition, He 

Named Her Amber could only be experienced on a forty-minute guided tour, with no option to 

wander through the environment on one’s own.127 Haüssler had created parafictive works 

previously and did not conceal the truth about this piece, handing out disclaimer handouts as 

visitors went in. Fully immersive, the basement of the house was staged as an active dig site 

complete with security tape.128 “Her goal…was not to trick people but to provide a direct 

experience of art.”129 She emphasized in her handout that it is more powerful to experience 

something than to hear about it, and in doing this she created more empathy for a character 
 

125 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 34. 
126 Mark Levy, “From the Real to the More Real,” 87. 
127 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 57-61. 
128 Ibid., 60. 
129 Ibid. 
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who’s story would have been less engaging in another medium.130 While she successfully 

engages patrons, she exploits their trust. Armstrong asks whether or not this reinforces or 

exposes deception in popular culture?131 In Hirst’s work he reinforces or exposes based on 

whether or not the parafiction is understood. The culture of deception that social media is steeped 

in is a condition of contemporary hyperreality, and while it seems to coat individual’s lives, it is 

a thin layer. Deception can be uncovered by applying more critical thinking to everyday 

interactions. A perfectly curated Instagram is not reality. It is truthiness; and hours of staged 

photos and editing. Similarly, with a candid photo of a celebrity, it is a makeup team and 

Photoshop that create the image. In Hirst’s parafiction, he asks viewers to challenge him and to 

question something that is usually taken for granted.   

 The term truthiness has long been associated with American media and politics. This kind 

of truthiness is difficult for the public because it can feel like there is nowhere safe to trust 

anymore. Truthiness is not cynical though, it simply means that there needs to be a more active 

dialogue between people and their information sources. The alternate truths that truthiness 

produces are a simulacrum of reality, and as such become alive in society. The proliferation of 

the simulacrum in society has wreaked havoc with the collective perception of time and 

history.132 Treasures… reflects these issues. Within Hirst’s work there is a simplified case study 

of what happens when truth is negotiable. Of course, his works look real and act real, but there is 

a key substance missing. They are not ancient and frequently not what he labels them as. This, in 

conjunction with his Mickey Mouses and celebrity lookalikes, makes for a perfect storm of 

truthiness. An authority figure is presenting history, but the very facts he uses to support his 

 
130 Armstrong, “On the Border of the Real,” 60. 
131 Ibid., 61. 
132 Michael Camille, “Simulacrum,” In Critical Terms for Art History, edited by Robert S. Nelson and 
Richard Shiff, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press): 2003, 14. 
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arguments are suspicious. For Hirst, this is merely a performative element in his work. He does 

not see this as lying, but as a challenge to his viewers to uncover the real story. It is a difficult 

exhibition to navigate and contextualize, but the anchor for understanding it is referring back to 

the principles of parafiction. Truthiness and deception follow a pattern of convincingness, with 

just enough details to be believable, but not enough to gather a full story.  

I had the advantage of seeing both sites of Treasures… with a tour guide. She presented 

all of the works as real and never broke character when discussing less-convincing works. She 

attempted to speed the tour through rooms with recognizable modern items, like a Goofy statue, 

saying little, and lingered on pieces that Hirst had built a larger narrative for, such as a bust of 

the Collector. When asked about materials and salvage she kept answers short and vague, never 

confirming viewers’ speculations. When asked point blank if the works were fake, she would 

smile and neither confirm nor deny. This was a ‘truthy’ tour, as she presented the story 

accurately and successfully. Although her facts were not historically accurate, it was a successful 

museum tour, largely indistinguishable from any major museum tour. This tour is truthiness 

operating flawlessly. It looked like reality, and felt like reality, but had an underlying parafictive 

agenda. Not all truthiness is a parafiction, but parafiction makes great use of truthiness.  

Truthiness within art can be a difficult concept because it seems too nihilistic. If what is 

factual cannot be known anymore, then individuals are going to become exhausted from over-

questioning reality. American historian D. Graham Burnett explains; 

There we are returned to the critical stance, to the necessity of doing the hard work of 

trying to know the difference – of trying to know the difference between salutary 

provocation and perilous threat, between the sort of teasing that helpfully tests our 

robustness and the genuine moves of malice, between the art that asks more of us and that 
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which wants our undoing. If there are stakes, there are stakes, and the work of discerning 

those stakes – and protecting them – is critical work, and for it there is no substitute.133  

 

He believes that even though it is complex work, it is worth doing, and in fact imperative to 

apply this type of questioning frequently. Once parafiction’s existence is established, it can be 

looked for and understood. It can seem discouraging to think of the deception among leaders and 

institutions, but questioning parafictive art will form the habit. Questioning parafiction can lead 

to decolonizing museums and uncovering lost histories. To question institutions is to engage 

critically with the world and utilize methods of art historical thinking for ‘real world’ 

intervention. 

 

2.6 Conclusion 

Treasures… is an investigation into representation, copy, and authenticity. Hirst’s parafiction 

works to overcome existing expectations and to make his audience think more critically about his 

art, and other institutions they take for granted as reliable. In Treasures… Hirst creates a unique 

environment that is intricate and well thought out. His simulacral works, whether they convince 

or not, are successful because they command attention. Hirst uses his authority to build his 

parafiction, and that becomes invested in the individual pieces. His pieces Penitent and Sinner 

exemplify his parafiction (see Figure 4). Both statues were presented in a long room on pedestals 

with a variety of other silver art objects and statues. The statues are both busts, but rather than a 

depiction of a face, they are both a type of BDSM mask. They both appear to be a cast of the 

 
133 D. Graham Burnett, “In Lies Begin Responsibilities” In More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, 
edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 192-205, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 205. 
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leather headgear, with immense detail in zippers, ties, and grommets. While this pair represents a 

contemporary item, Hirst covered them in barnacles and coral to distort them further. To the 

casual viewer they do not appear to be particularly modern and blend in with the table of silver 

antiquities. The plain faces do not command attention and the silver polish reflects the shiny 

environment surrounding them. Upon a closer view it would become evident that these are in 

fact a modern item, as confirmed in the presence of zippers and laces, but for a few moments 

they are unidentifiable. They both support and reveal the parafiction. They are not copies of a 

historical item, but they can hide in plain sight in Treasures… With any parafictive work there is 

always a hidden meaning and a deeper layer to its motivation. Hirst may be signifying with this 

pair the forgotten gay histories of the 1980s that are often overlooked or erased. These faceless 

accessories that are associated with the leather community seem to be an intervention to give 

those stories attention and a closer examination. All of Treasures… asks us to look deeper and 

uncover something. The exhibition is designed to hide and challenge viewers to make 

connections.  

 

Figure 4. Damien Hirst, “Penitent (L),” and “Sinner (R),” 2011, Silver and paint, Venice, Italy. 
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Hirst’s exhibition challenges viewers to discern forms of trickery. He asks patrons to 

question objects and places that would not normally be concerning. I am reminded of the 

children’s series of ‘I Spy’ books. As a whole, the image in unassuming, but in looking for 

specific objects, a deeper message is made apparent. Parafiction is best activated through close 

and careful interactions. It demands that a viewer spends time with the pieces to understand 

them. This immersive type of art is overwhelming but very rewarding for the viewer that 

understands the message the artist is trying to promote. Hirst’s massive scale exhibition creates a 

realm of hyperreality that makes the truth hard to uncover. French billionaire businessman 

François Pinault describes the hyperreality found within Treasures… in the exhibition catalogue; 

The effect was spectacular, dazzling, and baffling. And that was only the beginning… By 

its excess, by its ambition, and finally by its audacity, ‘Treasures’ makes a complete 

break with all that [Hirst] has achieved so far. The works do not fit into any conventional 

aesthetic category or canonical structure. They emanate a sense of an almost 

mythological power, plunging the beholder into a state of mind that oscillates constantly 

between bewilderment and enthusiasm.134 

He is describing the effect hyperreality and parafiction have on a viewer. It is such an 

overloading show it is difficult to start analysing the works individually. Once the initial awe 

fades it is easier to establish the parafiction and go forward looking at the unique elements that 

make this show of representations completely unprecedented.  

Of all artists working with hyperreal or deceptive representation, Hirst seems to have 

reached the pinnacle of this medium. The sheer scale of the exhibition is a significant factor in 

 
134 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, Venice: Marsilio Editori, 2017: 3. 
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his deception, because of the labour required to fabricate it. Individuals are not likely to imagine 

he created all the works for this exhibition. Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable may 

seem to give a large hint in the name, but the parafiction is strong and Hirst went to great lengths 

to establish his hyperreality. His simulacra of historical artefacts are museum reproductions 

taken further with conceptual art.  

Where Baudrillard finds the reproduction depressing, Hirst gives the reproduction new 

life in parafiction.135 Parafiction and the simulacrum are integral to my analysis of Treasures… 

and open new avenues to contemporary artists to intervene in society both within and outside 

gallery spaces. Hirst may appear to be a master of deception, but he is a master of curiosity. With 

my analysis of this parafictive work, it is clear that Hirst brings forth important concerns 

regarding the interpretation and communication of truth, and that to understand the goals and 

effects of this artwork, is to understand more about society in the 21st century.  
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Chapter 3: Venice and Vegas as Hyperreal Spaces 

Treasures… was originally shown in Venice, Italy, with some of the works later being shown in 

Las Vegas, Nevada. In this chapter I will focus on some of the artworks that appear to be ancient 

Egyptian to further explore the connection between the two cities, as well as hyperreality and 

Hirst’s historical references. Treasures… exists somewhere in between contemporary and 

historical art, with its interpretation shifting based a person’s knowledge of the parafictive 

elements. In a typical art interaction, with either classical or modern art, social codes and 

established methods of perception exist to decipher an artwork. This deciphering relies on the 

individual’s knowledge and capacity to decode the artistic signs. Using established methods of 

deciphering for Hirst’s exhibition is confusing and does not apply smoothly, as his exhibition 

spans the art historical divide between the ancient and the contemporary. One sculpture, 

Remnants of Apollo, exemplifies the possibility of layered and contradictory meanings (see 

Figure 5). The piece consists of a massive sculpture of a foot in an ancient sandal with a 

wrinkled, hairless mouse perched on top, with a large human ear attached along its back. The 

guidebook explains;  

The wrinkled mouse serves to identify this vast sculptural fragment as part of an 

Apollonian effigy. The Iliad describes how the deity Apollo Smintheus – ‘Lord of Mice’ 

– brought retribution or punishment by disease. The awkward later addition of the god’s 

stone ear to the spine of the rodent (by way of a series of metal bars) may attest to locally 

held beliefs concerning a hybrid human-animal creature or totemic deity.136 

 

 
136 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 16. 
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Figure 5. Damien Hirst, “Remnants of Apollo,” 2012, Limestone, Venice, Italy.  

 

This description, combined with the work itself, references several things at once. It makes 

reference to the legend of Apollo most immediately. The attached ear along the mouse’s spine 

suggests the well-known “Vacanti” mouse; a lab mouse that looked identical to this hairless one, 

that had cartilage injected and trained in a mold along its back to resemble a human ear. When 

this case became popular in the public eye it was met with mixed reactions about cloning DNA. 

There was, and continues to be, public anxiety about how far science can change human beings 

with genetic manipulation and the sharing of human and animal tissue. Hirst is referencing this 

case with the suggestion that traditional religion has been replaced by new science and 

technology for many, especially with his last line in the description of this sculpture. The too-

large ear grafted on to the spine may also reference Mickey Mouse, and consumerism and 
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hyperreality as people’s new religion. Hirst has a large Mickey Mouse work in the room 

immediately preceding this one, priming his audience to be thinking about the cartoon character. 

These layers of interpretation are all only available to those with the external knowledge and 

ability to look past the typically authoritative guidebook, otherwise it would only function as a 

‘remnant of Apollo’. Despite Hirst’s possible critiques and references, the most important layers 

of meaning for this work are its function as a supporting parafictive element or believable 

antiquity for the rest of Treasures... The specific site of Venice and the context of the large 

exhibition of ancient work make this piece seemingly more culturally valuable. Patrons will 

interact with this relic of a lost Apollo sculpture differently than if it was displayed independent 

of the exhibition. 

The art object’s value in its original context are vastly different from when it is removed 

from it. Treasures… mediates the fact that the artworks are being shown in their original context, 

while claiming to be from another. They are all debuting in Venice, when they allegedly debuted 

thousands of years ago. One way in which Hirst reinforces the importance of context is by 

repeating works from similar civilizations. He does this so his pieces work to validate one 

another and to establish a linear and canonical method in which they were purportedly acquired 

by his mythical Collector. Hirst references Egyptian antiquities specifically within Treasures… 

in several works, especially the period of Akhenaten in a newly monotheistic ancient Egypt. 

Since the exhibition is a simulacrum in itself, and takes place in a place where history is 

confused, or has collapsed, it is easy to trace Fredric Jameson’s argument of historical pastiche 

within Treasures…137 Jameson believes that new culture is produced by imitating past styles, 

 
137 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1991, 65. 
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resulting in a cycle of simulacra. For Hirst, this includes copying the aesthetics of ancient 

civilizations in Treasures…, as well specifically referencing a tour of Tutankhamun’s treasures. 

A parallel can be made from Treasures… to the traveling Tutankhamun exhibition of the 

1970s, where the treasures of the young pharaoh achieved world celebrity. The one major 

difference is that Hirst’s exhibition never travelled as a complete show past its inaugural run. 

When Tutankhamun toured it was similar to a musician touring in terms of mass interest and 

cultural buzz. In some of Hirst’s Egyptian sculptures, he recreates the visages of well-known 

celebrities, that today are touring musicians, in a nod perhaps to how authentic treasures toured. 

In Treasures of Tutankhamun (1972 – 1981), the exhibition achieved a cult-status and became 

extremely commercialized, with memorabilia and accessories being produced for it. When the 

exhibition was in Washington in 1976, sales of souvenirs, including tote bags, a Hermès scarf, 

and jewellery, exceeded $100,000 a week.138 Similarly, Hirst’s works are collected and valued 

for their monetary status. Hirst produced merchandise; bags, shirts, and several different books 

for his exhibition. His gift shop was extremely well-stocked and populated when I visited the 

exhibition in May of 2017. Treasures… further echoes the Tutankhamun tour in that both claim 

to be a single excavated site.  

There are many possible motives for Hirst’s inclusion of so many Egyptian coded works 

as ancient Egypt has been and continues to be a fascinating art historical period that creates a 

space for a romanticized ancient fantasy. Hirst being British, inherits the well-known yet dubious 

legacy of the British Museums’ exploits of Egypt, so he may wish to draw attention to that 

relationship and contemporary historical excavations. Ancient Egyptian artwork is also seen as a 

 
138 Meredith Hindley, “King Tut: A Classic Blockbuster Museum Exhibition That Began as a Diplomatic 
Gesture,” HUMANITIES, September/October 2015, Volume 36, no. 5. 
https://www.neh.gov/humanities/2015/septemberoctober/feature/king-tut-classic-blockbuster-museum-
exhibition-began-diplom 
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mystical and stereotypically ‘excavated treasure,’ therefore Hirst may have included these works 

after thinking about which civilization would have the biggest impact on supporting his 

perpetuated narrative. Hirst’s Unknown Pharaoh, Aten, Tadukheba, Hathor, Solar Disc, and 

Sphinx, among others, all reference ancient Egyptian art and perform a romanticized glamour of 

those types of ancient treasures. Hirst’s contemporary ancient Egyptian busts, specifically Aten 

and Unknown Pharaoh, are the visages of Rihanna and Pharrell Williams, contemporary 

celebrities that many visitors to Venice would immediately recognize, prompting questions about 

their appearances among the antiquities (see Figures 6 and 7). Hirst draws attention to his ancient 

Egyptian works by repeating them frequently, displaying them with little surrounding them, and 

including significant descriptions of many of the pieces, as only a few works in the exhibition 

feature a guidebook description. His playful inclusion of celebrities as ancient figures heightens 

the parafiction and creates excitement about the exhibition. Like the Tutankhamen tour, Hirst’s 

work is an extremely significant exhibition for a museum due to its unprecedented parafictive 

nature and captivating mystery slowly uncovered by museumgoers.  
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Figure 6. (L) Damien Hirst, “Aten,” 2017, Red marble, grey agate and gold leaf, Venice, Italy.  

Figure 7. (R) Damien Hirst, “Unknown Pharaoh,” 2017, Carrara marble, Venice, Italy.  

 

After the excitement of the Treasures of Tutankhamun tour (1972 – 1981), Las Vegas 

erected the Luxor Hotel and Casino in 1993. This simulacrum of an ancient Egyptian antiquity in 

the form of a pyramid is a five-minute drive from where the Palms Casino now displays some of 

the artworks from Treasures... It is undeniable that the same interest Hirst seems to have in 

ancient Egyptian art captivates many individuals and certainly the crowd in Las Vegas. Ancient 

Egypt has been glamourized by performers, casinos, and bars. This juxtaposition of a city made 

up of modern casinos and false ancient artefacts seems a fitting resting place for a few of Hirst’s 

pieces from Treasures... Hirst’s works are heavily commercialized, like the Tutankhamen tour, 

and take on very different meanings based on their environment, with particular attention to how 

the parafiction shifts when the original exhibition is dismantled. An investigation into the 
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importance of context; in Venice, the Biennale, Las Vegas and the modern imaginary of the 

Tutankhamun treasures, reveals more about the nature of Hirst’s work and the legacy that the 

exhibition attempts to produce.  

 

3.1 The Traditional Museum and Context of Venice  

Venice is a city with a rich history and significant contributions to the art historical canon. 

Previously well known as a significant historical site, Venice is now known to art historians as a 

contemporary art powerhouse with its legacy of the Venice Biennale. The traditional spaces of 

the city juxtapose with the influx of contemporary thought and aesthetics. The rich history of art 

and architecture across the city both validates and juxtaposes new types of artistic practices on 

display. While there is some friction and mediation required between the contemporary and 

historical eras of art that appear in the city, many artists today attempt to incorporate traditional 

Venetian spaces, art, and architecture into their exhibitions.  

Punta Della Dogana and Palazzo Grassi, the sites across which Treasures… was 

exhibited, both originated as traditional Renaissance spaces that now host contemporary art. 

After being bought by François Pinault and being transformed into their current iterations, they 

have seen several single artist exhibitions in the last decade; including Madame Fisscher by Urs 

Fischer in 2012 and Sigmar Polke in 2016.139 While Palazzo Grassi has maintained its original 

grand palace aesthetic, Punta Della Dogana has had its interior renovated to resemble a more 

typical contemporary gallery. These sites, while both rooted in history, are now something new. 

Hirst further transforms them as sites of parafiction and implicates them into a new narrative of 

contemporary art that is deceptive and challenging to the traditional exhibition format. He placed 

 
139 “Past Exhibitions,” Palazzo Grassi, https://www.palazzograssi.it/en/exhibitions/past/, accessed 
November 24 2019. 
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many of his more aesthetically traditional works in the contemporary gallery and chose to exhibit 

more contemporary-looking pieces at the historic site, to weave together history and the 

contemporary seamlessly. The space around each piece in Treasures… is just as important as the 

works themselves and patron’s interactions. Without the immersive gallery experience, the 

parafiction falls flat. Hirst creates a new kind of gallery environment here that appears to, but 

does not, act like a traditional museum. 

Western art museums of the last hundred years have traditionally been formal spaces. 

Gradually shifting to a more meditative and minimalist environment, galleries have maintained 

certain elements throughout their evolution. They are imposing structures with Greco-Roman 

influence, or a contemporary equivalent, featuring strong sculptural elements and a unique 

façade.140 Borrowing from temples, museums have followed banks and courthouses, with an 

authoritative presence in a city. These secular places of rites and worship occupy a central 

function in a community and structure the populations ideologies. Museums are a powerful 

social institution, for it is “…the ideological force of a cultural experience that claims for its 

truths the status of objective knowledge. To control a museum means precisely to control the 

representation of a community and its highest values and truths.”141 The role of the museum is to 

collect and redistribute cultural knowledge, and the art museum especially to discriminate and 

select only the most powerful artworks. The art museum can be interpreted as a public ritual, but 

the gallery space is not a democratizing public space. Art can only be decoded fully by those 

with the proper knowledge, and many notable museums carry large admission costs, to the point 

of being inaccessible to a whole community.  

 
140 Carol Duncan, “Chapter 1: The Art Museum as Ritual,” Civilising Rituals: Inside Public Art Museums, 
(London: Taylor and Frances, 1995): 10. 
141 Ibid., 8. 
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Hirst solidifies his artworks as credible historical artefacts by employing an expected 

museum environment and relying on the subsequent interactions that take place in that type of 

space. Within these expected spaces, Hirst additionally makes use of traditional aesthetics in his 

sculptures. However, by utilizing subversive performativity through his parafiction and the faux 

historicity of his works overall, he invites a queer formalist interpretation of his pieces. His 

environment appears to be traditional, but it is not. Queer formalism, a term borrowed from 

English professor Jennifer Doyle and art historian David Getsy, is an interactive concept where a 

role subversion or reversal takes place, with special regard to Minimalist art in its original use. 

Doyle and Getsy’s main argument is that queer formalism emerges in the shift from maker to 

user – when a bodily interaction with, and the space between, a sculpture becomes more 

meaningful than the artist’s intentions.142 This applied to Hirst’s work in Treasures…, translates 

to a parafictive ‘space’ between the viewer and the artwork, or rather the false narrative and the 

truth. The performative exhibition space encourages viewers to take on a different viewpoints 

and change their opinions, which in a parafiction results in a deeper understanding of the subjects 

referenced, and hopefully a framework that follows viewers to other environments in their 

lives.143 In addition to these queer methods of reading, there are new philosophies regarding 

sculpture and interaction emerging with the changing forms of three-dimensional work. 

Sculpture was once a small and clearly defined category, but with the invention of mixed media 

and new material, artists push the boundaries of the individual categories of visual art.144 

Sculptural art is more interactive than it once was, and is now often displayed to encourage 

 
142 Jennifer Doyle and David Getsy, “Queer Formalisms: Jennifer Doyle and David Getsy in 
Conversation,” Art Journal 72, no. 4 (Winter 2013). 
143 Mieke Bal, “Curatorial Acts,” Journal of curatorial studies 1, Number 2, 2012. doi: 
10.1386/jcs.1.2.179_1, 189. 
144 Rosalind Krauss, “Toward Postmodernism,” The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist 
Myths, (London: MIT Press, 1996): 280.  
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viewers to be able to experience the work from all angles and closeness. I argue that these new 

rules of sculpture can be found rooted in gift and exchange theory, where giving-type 

relationships power all interactions. What does each party give or bring to an interaction? French 

sociologist Marcel Mauss explores the concept of giving and receiving interactions in an 

anthropological context, where different forms of exchanges act as social contracts that together 

function to form a society.145 When thinking consciously about this environment of these 

constant trades, it brings into question not only who offers what, but what is deemed an equal 

exchange.  

 Hirst’s two sculptures, both entitled Tadukheba, are two of his aesthetically ancient 

Egyptian works that simultaneously give clues to his more intricate meanings and benefit from a 

conscious approach with exchange theory (see Figure 8). They both appear aesthetically 

conventional and seem to follow traditional museum expectations. One copy is made of flawless 

pure Carrera marble, and the other has chips and cracks, along with piercing green eyes. The 

guidebook reads; 

This copy of an Egyptian bust (the original of which is displayed in Palazzo Grassi) has  

tentatively been identified as the first known portrait of the Mitannian princess, 

Tadukheba, foreign consort of the pharaoh Akhenaten (reigned c.1353 – 1337 BCE). Her 

elongated skull would originally have been covered with a wig or headdress. The bust 

was used as the model for at least two other excavated works: one, a sphinx featuring the 

face of Tadukheba and the body of a couchant lion; the other, a silver bust bearing an 

atypically styled pharaonic crown.146 

 
145 Marcel Mauss, “Introduction,” The Gift: Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, 
Translated by W. D. Halls, (London: Routledge, 1990): 1-7, (originally published in 1925): 3. 
146 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 56. 
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Figure 8. Damien Hirst, “Tadukheba,” 2017, Carrara marble, emeralds, and rock crystals, Venice, Italy.  

 

This description, seemingly typical, codifies some of Hirst’s process when creating Treasures… 

and planning his environments to maximize the parafiction. It focuses heavily on the fact that 

this is an image that has been represented multiple times and used in a variety of ways. While it 

reads like a typical museum text, the focus on copies and doubles can be a signifier of Hirst’s 

parafiction. The entire exhibition revolves around copies and simulacra, and each artwork has 

artist proofs to enhance this effect of multiplicity. The doubling is specifically drawn attention to 

in this paragraph about Tadukheba. Something existing in multiple editions suggests copied, or 

altogether fake, works. This is especially true for antiquities, which are typically subject to 

stringent verification. Hirst including multiple busts and using the same face in other pieces 

altogether creates suspicion among his patrons. The familiarity of the same female face in 
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multiple sculptures is a way to incorporate the hyperreality of the parafiction in a seemingly 

subtle, or not meaningful way. All the antiquities appear as believable ancient works, except that 

they bear the exact same face, in a type of déjà vu dream sequence. True antiquities use 

symbolism in exaggerated features, signs or specific colours to indicate a unique character as 

visages are not typically highly detailed and true to life. His copied face creates an environment 

that is ‘believable but…’. Which is exactly what Hirst seeks to do with his deception. He plays 

into the traditional museum and space, but with a subversive, obvious or subtle, twist.  

Another twisted example is perhaps the most stereotypically ancient Egyptian work in the 

collection – his bust of Aten, who is portrayed by the musician Rihanna (see Figure 6). Hirst has 

worked with Rihanna before, notably as Medusa on a GQ cover, and here he displays her, eyes 

closed, as the sun deity. The exhibition guide features a small but significant description of her; 

Face upturned towards the sky, this bust’s unusual pose likely relates to the dramatic 

monotheistic revolution initiated by the pharaoh Akhenaten in the fourteenth century 

BCE. Akhenaten discarded the vast pantheon of Egyptian gods in favour of a single solar 

entity: ‘Aten’, the life-giver. The subject of veneration was thus no longer found within 

man-made shrines, but in the sky above.147 

In choosing to write her material about a monotheistic Egypt rather than address the clearly 

contemporary elements of the bust, Hirst perpetuates his parafiction. His willful ignorance only 

reinforces the deception. A turn to the guidebook for answers would only be met with seemingly 

unhelpful information about an ancient religion. The bust is a fairly true to life representation of 

the singer, and features many of her tattoos including; a handgun, the words “rebelle fleur” and 

“Never a failure, Always a lesson”, a bust of Queen Nefertiti and a large image under her breasts 

 
147 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 18. 
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of the goddess Isis. Hirst may have drawn inspiration from her ancient Egyptian tattoos to 

include her as Aten, or since her debut album in 2005 was titled Music of the Sun, he thought the 

sun goddess would be appropriate. Her pose and headdress mirror a bust of Queen Nefertiti from 

1340 BCE, who was the wife of the pharaoh Akhenaten.148 Rihanna further confirmed in 2017 

via Instagram that the bust is indeed based off her visage combined with that of Queen 

Nefertiti.149 The sculpture is dressed in ancient gold jewelry as well as sea worms and clams that 

have grown on the marble. The traditional pose and attention to detail in recreating Rihanna as 

an antiquity is quintessential parafiction. The bust is damaged and cracked; it looks and functions 

exactly as a true ancient relic, rescued and polished.  

Another Egyptian turned celebrity reference appears in the double edition Unknown 

Pharaoh (see Figure 7). The guidebook and exhibition catalogue have no description for the 

presence of Unknown Pharaoh. A coral version was displayed at Palazzo Grassi and a Carrera 

marble edition at Punta Della Dogana. The bust features a nipple ring, Egyptian crown, and 

closed eyes. Careful observers will notice that it is the exact visage of Pharrell Williams. In an 

interview, Hirst was asked, ““Is the face really that of the singer? “You could say that,” Mr. Hirst 

responded. “It’s all about what you want to believe.””150 Hirst may have chosen to specifically 

include Williams’ bust as a pharaoh as a pun on ‘Pharrell’ – Pharaoh Williams.  

 The traditional museum is not threatened by Hirst’s subversion, merely used as another 

supporting factor in his exhibition. The spaces give authenticity and a historical aura to its 

 
148 “Nefertiti,” Society for the Promotion of the Egyptian Museum Berlin, Accessed November 25, 2018, 
http://www.egyptian-museum-berlin.com/c53.php 
149 badgalriri. “me as Nefertiti with me as Nefertiti,” Instagram, October 31, 2017, Accessed November 
25, 2018, https://www.instagram.com/p/Ba7G9dnDIbs/?hl=en 
150 Carol Vogel, “Damien Hirst Is Back With an Underwater Fantasy. Will Collectors Care?,” Last 
modified April 6, 2017, The New York Times.com,  
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/06/arts/design/damien-hirst-francois-pinault-palazzo-grassi.html, 
Accessed November 17, 2019. 
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objects. Choosing Venice, with a view of the water from each room, home to ancient and 

contemporary art, feeds into viewers’ imaginations and helps support his perpetuated narratives. 

His works are validated by the legends that have existed in Venice previously. It is a way of 

borrowing authority to display his works in such a traditional environment.  

 

3.2 The Biennale and Context of Contemporary Art Surrounds Treasures… 

Venice, known globally for its Renaissance art and architecture, is also home to a contemporary 

art festival that runs from May to November every other year. The Venice Biennale was 

established in 1895, although it was not nearly the same exhibition today that it was in its 

inaugural year. In 1914, there were eight participating national pavilions, including Italy.151 By 

2017, there were 120 artists from fifty-one countries represented across the Biennale, not 

including artists who exhibited in the city separately, such as Hirst.152 The Venice Biennale is 

well understood to be a commercialized and not entirely representational event. Participating 

countries select artists from a variety of methods, and artists have roughly one year to create and 

execute a concept. At the 2017 Biennale, Anne Imhof won the Golden Lion for Best National 

Participation for her work Faust at the German pavilion. This crowd and critic favourite featured 

a lengthy performance piece that varied day to day within a Minimalist landscape. Visitors 

would queue for hours waiting to walk through the exhibition, sometimes not knowing what they 

were waiting for. The general impression waiting, experiencing, and leaving the German site was 

wondering where the art began and ended. For all its confusion, it appealed to people on a very 

base emotional level with performances focusing on innate human desires and movements. 
 

151 “From the Beginnings Until the Second World War,” La Biennale di Venezia, 
https://www.labiennale.org/en/history/beginnings-until-second-world-war, accessed November 24 2019. 
152 “57th International Art Exhibition – Viva Arte Viva,” La Biennale di Venezia,   
https://www.labiennale.org/en/news/57th-international-art-exhibition-viva-arte-viva, accessed November 
24 2019. 
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While this exhibition was the center of attention on Biennale grounds, Hirst’s polarizing 

piece featured none of the emotional elements found in Faust. It is important to look at Hirst’s 

exhibition in relation to the Biennale and what is well received within the confines of the festival 

versus other trends in contemporary art. Exhibiting in Venice cannot be extrapolated from the 

context of the Biennale because it is such a concentrated and intense display of art. While Hirst’s 

work did not mirror Faust aesthetically, but both were highly performative works that prioritized 

viewer engagement and reaction to build a dynamic narrative. These types of trends in 

contemporary art can be seen in the Biennale because it is such a condensed environment. Only 

at art fairs can patterns clearly emerge in this way, because of the immediate physical 

juxtapositions, or similarities.  

Each year since 1972 there has been a theme to guide the overall production and cohesion 

of the exhibitions.153 In 2017, the Biennale theme was Viva Arte Viva, which was a Humanist 

celebration of artistic achievement and expression.154 Now while Hirst was not an invited 

participant in the Biennale officially, his exhibition timing is no coincidence. He had heavy 

advertising across the city on walls and boats. His multi-location show acted just as another 

Biennale piece. His exhibition spanned the length of the Biennale as he likely hoped to capitalize 

on the influx of contemporary art lovers in the city. Phyllida Barlow was the representative 

chosen for the British pavilion in 2017. While her works are not aesthetically similar to Hirst’s, 

the Biennale operates around nationalist distinctions, therefore it is important to compare what 

the two British contributions were in Venice in 2017. While Barlow explored the museum space 

in a very physical way, creating works that broke through rooms and challenged the physical 

environment, Hirst’s Treasures… challenged the social and historical spaces within his galleries. 
 

153 “The Post War Period,” La Biennale di Venezia, https://www.labiennale.org/en/history/post-war-
period-and-60s, accessed November 24 2019. 
154 “57th International Art Exhibition – Viva Arte Viva” 
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While both artists seem opposed, they are both concerned with new methods of interpretation 

and the relationship between the human body, gallery space, and art object. They emphasize an 

active museum context. I would suggest further that this can be understood in relation to a shift 

in contemporary art and theory from looking at structures to looking at processes.  

Anthropologist Victor Turner discusses how the study of societies has been expanded by 

looking more at the relationships between individuals rather than static structures. In the museum 

space, and for parafiction, this shift in emphasis is integral to a deeper analysis of artworks and 

their interpretation. The structure and expected roles of an institution do not accurately or fully 

explain the way people interact with a space, either personally or socially. The shift from a 

passive museum space to an active museum space was not sudden but develops over time with 

both museum content and the analysis of that content. The traditional gallery space and attention 

to institutional detail do not hold the same power today. Contemporary art is a different 

landscape, and in newer institutions the relationship between the viewer and object is more 

personal and interactive. Traditionally, art was often out of reach of the viewer, where now a 

closer look is typically permitted. Today in modern and contemporary galleries there is a greater 

emphasis on people interacting within the spaces versus a focus on art over the patron. I am more 

interested in relationships amongst viewers then perhaps the relationship between viewer and 

artwork in these scenarios within museums. Hirst’s work will give every viewer a slightly 

different impression, because of the many layers present. While his viewers collectively activate 

the parafiction, they do so individually and based on their own understanding.  

With Hirst’s hybrid and parafictive exhibition he pollutes contemporary art as much as he 

pollutes history. Hybridity and transformation are evident themes in Treasures…, as Hirst 

combines many animal and human forms across the exhibition. In addition to many monstrous 
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creatures, there is an additional hybridity in the growing coral and waterlogged quality of the 

works, where time has supposedly changed their aesthetic and purpose. If contemporary art as a 

category is understood as the holy or sacred entity, then Treasures… is a pollutant that defiles 

and threatens it.155 Dirt is something out of place, which makes Hirst’s parafiction an absolute 

contagion and threat to the ‘sacred’, although here the sacred is history and the art historical 

canon.156 The precedent for polluting the dominant art trends is abundant, with most 

recognizable art historical movements in some way rejecting the one before it. Since the rise of 

modern and contemporary art, there have been fewer shocking breaks in dominant methods of 

production, and parafictive works appear to be one of the most significant changes in recent 

visual art. Hirst pollutes and confuses categories in contemporary art, especially by involving 

performative elements and extending his art into digital spaces, and non-places. A queer view of 

art history assists this examination, as parafiction is currently acting as a non-dominant trend that 

directly opposes typical and expected art exhibitions. 

 Hirst’s Sphinx is a hybrid creature that both references multiple civilizations, bodies, and 

riddles (see Figure 9). Hirst features several sphinxes but only one with a full description. The 

exhibition guide reads;  

This sphinx’s idealised female attributes recall Roman examples dating from the first and  

second centuries CE. Meanwhile, her crown, recumbent pose and lack of wings evoke 

Egyptian iconography. The many manifestations of the sphinx suggest the enduring 

malleability of the creature, who has remained an alluring subject for artists, poets and 

philosophers for millennia. As the god Anubis reminds Jean Cocteau’s sphinx in his 1934 

 
155 Mary Douglas, “Pollution,” Implicit Meanings: Selected Essays in Anthropology, (London: Routledge, 
1999): 106. 
156 Ibid., 109. 
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retelling of the Oedipus myth (The Infernal Machine): ‘Logic forces us to appear to men 

in the shape in which they imagine us; otherwise, they would see only emptiness’.157 

 

Figure 9. Damien Hirst, “Sphinx,” 2017, Carrara marble, Venice, Italy.  

 

This piece both supports and undermines the parafiction in Treasures…. The sphinx he describes 

is covered in coral and shells, one of the most obstructed figures in the collection, implying that 

it has been resting on the sea floor very comfortably across the centuries. She features a fully 

human head and breasts, which then transforms into a nondescript mammalian form laying on a 

solid pedestal. She wears an ancient Egyptian crown and her eyes are open. The description 

emphasizes the “malleability of the creature”, which supports Hirst’s parafiction and my interest 

in the significance of space on these works. This description argues that she is significant and 

meaningful regardless of her environment. In the room with her in Venice are other supposedly 

ancient artefacts. With these layered works and time periods, it is important that the emphasis not 

detract from the power of the exhibition as a whole. The space of Treasures… affects these 

 
157 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 16. 
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works as much as the works affects the space, because a parafiction is such an involved concept 

that requires many elements to be successful. The more detailed separate elements are, the more 

convincing and cohesive a parafiction will be.  

 

3.3 Treasures… in Las Vegas  

After Treasures… officially closed in Venice, the works were sold across the globe to many 

different homes, including Las Vegas. In May 2017, when the exhibition premiered, many works 

had already sold to collectors, in various editions. Of the 189-individual works, each has a copy 

and ‘coral’ edition, along with two artist proofs.158 Many works sold to people and groups who 

were collectors of Hirst’s works specifically. Included among these collectors is the Palms 

Casino Resort in Las Vegas. Palms Casino is a well-known collector of contemporary art, 

owning several pieces of Hirst’s work as well as a Hirst-themed hotel room, the Empathy 

Suite.159  

Among the works the casino acquired was Demon with Bowl, which was to stand by the 

swimming pool of the club wing of the hotel (see Figure 10). Demon is eighteen meters tall and 

an imposing figure of a hyper-muscular male in an exaggerated contrapposto pose, with coral 

and barnacles crawling over his form. On November 7th 2019 it was announced that the hotel’s 

club, KAOS, would be closing, leaving the future placement of the work undetermined. The 

casino will be keeping them even though they are now ‘purposeless’. This is an interesting twist 

 
158 Nate Freeman, “Which Collectors Are Actually Buying Work from the Massive Damien Hirst Show in 
Venice?,” Last modified, May 12, 2017, ARTnews, https://www.artnews.com/art-news/market/which-
collectors-are-actually-buying-work-from-the-massive-damien-hirst-show-in-venice-8331/. Accessed 
November 17 2019. 
159Duncan Madden, “Inside Damien Hirst's Empathy Hotel Suite In Las Vegas - The Most Expensive In 
The World,” Last modified March 20, 2019, Forbes.com, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/duncanmadden/2019/03/30/inside-damien-hirsts-empathy-hotel-suite-in-
las-vegas-the-most-expensive-in-the-world/#2f58dc6339d0, Accessed November 17, 2019. 
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on this piece’s identity. How does this fit into its narrative? None of the artworks from 

Treasures… have been without a purposeful environment as of yet. Despite this change I would 

like to analyze this work in context of being placed at the nightclub. Demon with Bowl originally 

greeted guests at the Palazzo Grassi, with the queue forming around the work to purchase tickets 

to enter the exhibition. My reaction upon seeing Demon with Bowl was one of awe and wonder, 

mostly at how the work was transported into the palace. On YouTube, there is a video showing 

that this version of the work was actually built in tiers with assistance from cranes.160 Upon 

seeing the work in person one would not be able to tell that the work was built in situ, as it 

appears to be solid bronze. Reminiscent of Michelangelo’s David, this sculpture is out of 

proportion and features massive hands. Hirst has taken something iconic and transformed it. By 

incorporating a demonic twist on a well-known Biblical hero, Hirst employs a well-known type 

of hybridity and queering – the incorporation of an animalistic quality onto a human figure.  

 

Figure 10. Damien Hirst, “Demon with Bowl,” 2014, Resin, Venice, Italy.  
 

160Timelapse - "Demon with Bowl (Exhibition Enlargement)", Damien Hirst, Palazzo Grassi - Punta Della 
Dogana (Venice, 2017), Last modified April 12, 2017, Youtube Video, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zt0zjGQduYw, Accessed November 24, 2019. 
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While already subversive, Hirst’s works undergo a shift when they are transferred to 

Vegas. There is no longer the same ancient wonder and mystery surrounding Demon, instead it is 

understood and accepted at face value to be a contemporary creation – the world’s most 

luxurious backyard décor. The hotel website invites patrons to “Swim with the Demons” when 

they visit the hotel pool.161 Besides the obvious difference in context, from art gallery to hotel, 

the second biggest change for Demon is the people looking at it. With this shift in context and 

country, the viewers of Demon in Vegas are not the same people from Venice. And if any of 

them are, what is their reaction to seeing the signature Demon With Bowl now overlooking a 

swimming pool? Demon was an important cornerstone to the exhibition, but in Vegas it is a 

stand-alone attraction. In Hirst’s catalogue it is described as: 

…characterised by monstrous gaping jaws and bulbous eyes, the head was initially 

identified as Pazuzu, the Babylonian ‘king of the wind demons’. The unearthing of this 

figure has since called this identification into question, due to the absence of Pazuzu’s 

customary attributes of wings, scorpion tail and snakeheaded penis. Ancient 

Mesopotamian demons were complex primeval creatures that exhibited elements of the 

human, animal and divine… It seems more likely that the figure served as a guardian to 

the home of an elite person.162 

In this description, Demon is presented as guarding the exhibition, and protecting the elite, as 

well as having elements of Pazuzu’s mythology; an evil spirit. In the context of a modern casino, 

this evil spirit may be a comment on people’s superstitions and the element of luck in Las Vegas. 

 
161“Palms Resort Pool,” Palms.com, https://www.palms.com/see-and-do/wellness/palms-resort-pool, 
Accessed November 24, 2019. 
162 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 36. 
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Practically, Palms owns many pieces by Hirst, and likely wanted to collect his latest creation, 

regardless of meaning.  

Hirst has works from across his career displayed at the Palms, including the suite and 

multiple pieces from Treasures... Additionally, in December 2019 the hotel released a 

collaboration through Hirst with Vans for limited edition sneakers featuring various well-known 

motifs of Hirst’s.163 While artists and museums frequently collaborate for merchandise, it is 

unique that this is being done through a mediator, the hotel. Hirst presents himself in Las Vegas 

as a brand. Unlike his persona in Venice, where he was a respected mythical being within his 

works, in America he is something to be sold and resold. The challenge of negotiating 

authenticity in Vegas instead of Venice, is that we are not primed for something historical. 

Visual consumption changes dramatically when there is no need to be critical of sources and 

origins. Everything is taken at face value and perhaps not fully believed. Hirst adapts his 

personal brand, and his works adapt as well, to a new life of commercialization rather than 

conceptual art.  

 Las Vegas is a hyperreal city filled with imitations and simulacra and is only falling 

further from reality. While I discuss hyperreality in a mostly art historical context in this thesis, 

Vegas is quintessentially hyperreal without even taking into consideration the fine art collections 

present at some casinos and hotels. As Baudrillard wrote about Disney, Las Vegas is not reality, 

but it is such a high value production that it does not matter as all of your senses are preoccupied 

with new and exciting stimuli. Vegas is almost a virtual city, with fake Egyptian and Parisian 

monuments, and even holographic performers. Hirst’s typical brand of plastic kitsch meets high 

 
163 “The Vault X Damien Hirst,” Palms.com, https://www.palms.com/vans, Accessed November 24, 
2019. 
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art is a perfect fit for the new money of Vegas and endless tourist cycle. His works become like a 

novelty in this simulacral context.  

Marcel Mauss writes that “a sold thing has an inherent soul”, meaning you can never 

truly remove an object from its original context of exchange.164 Hirst’s sculptures are so 

transformed from Venice to Las Vegas that they ask for a re-analysis in this new context. They 

are something completely different and new now in the possession of a hotel. They are no longer 

part of a parafiction, they are merely a collector’s commodity and expensive decoration. These 

works are less powerful and significant in Venice in terms of parafiction, but they are important 

social signifiers and monetary assets. The sculptures are transformed out of Hirst’s carefully 

curated environment and context of the Biennale. They are no longer performative, conceptual 

art, but rather a commercial endeavor, with all the works being sold individually and in multiple 

editions. This aftermath is not directly taken into account in the parafiction and original 

framework of Treasures…, but the art market pollutes history and similarly affects this 

exhibition. If the perpetuated narrative were true, these works would not be going to private 

collectors, but museums and other institutions across the world, perhaps travelling as an entire 

show like the Tutankhamen exhibition. Hirst’s decision to dissolve the parafiction after one 

exhibition furthers the importance of Venice as an important site and that the works outside of 

their original context are not conceptually the same. 

 

 3.4 Conclusion 

Hirst asserts a new kind of art experience into the world of contemporary art with his 

Treasures… exhibition and its extensions into the art market. While Treasures… looks like a 

 
164 Marcel Mauss, “Conclusion,” The Gift: Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, 
Translated by W. D. Halls, (London: Routledge, 1990): 65-83, (originally published in 1925): 66. 
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conventional art exhibition, its non-traditional spaces found within traditional architecture create 

a parafiction. His active environment comes to life in Treasures… and breaks categories for 

contemporary art. The significance of parafiction and truthiness as a medium in this exhibition is 

that the artworks interact with viewers through their complicated references and signifiers, that 

are further activated by the specificity of Venice, and confused by Las Vegas. Hirst’s puzzling 

narrative, apparent in difficult descriptions and confusing visuals, creates a comprehensive 

parafictive environment. His hybrid pieces encourage a careful examination, where discrepancies 

and further questions are discovered. In Sun Disc, shown in the original exhibition, Hirst once 

again refences ancient Egyptian mythology, with sun and god imagery (see Figure 11). The 

description of Sun Disc is similar to that of the Sphinx, in which he took a culturally neutral 

antiquity and primarily assigned it ancient Egyptian meaning. The guidebook describes Sun Disc 

as; 

This solar disc presents a human face emerging from a harmonic low relief pattern of  

intersecting rays. Sun worship is reflective of the universal human need to comprehend 

the mysteries of life, death and the beyond. In many cultures, this cycle is closely tied to 

the rhythmical changing of the seasons and the passage of the sun across the sky. For the 

ancient Egyptians, for example, the rising of the sun in the morning provided a model of 

daily regeneration and suggested their own resurrection after death. A number of solar 

cults – most prominently that of Mithras, which was particularly popular with slaves and 

freedmen – proliferated around the time of Christ in the Roman Empire.165 

 
165 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 22. 
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Figure 11. Damien Hirst, “Sun Disc,” 2017, Gold and silver, Venice, Italy.  

 

In addition to the Egyptian coding, Hirst focuses on another solar cult, that of the reign of 

Akhenaten and the references seen in Aten. By tying pieces together with the same mythology, 

and with his almost too-perfect cohesion, he betrays his reality. It is well understood that the 

hallmark quality of a reproduction or copy is a resemblance to the original.166 This type of art, 

something that physically imitates a real item, can either be informative or deceptive.167 Hirst’s 

parafiction straddles both categorizations. Sun Disc summarizes the importance of context. Its 

description is woefully devoid of any substantial discovery or cultural commentary, leaving the 

viewer no less confused as to its original purpose or origin. It appears to fit into the other works, 

but in a more forced way than would perhaps be natural, with clean ties to other pieces in a 

collection allegedly amassed across time. In person, Sun Disc is very contemporary in 

appearance, with a closed eyes face in the center, surrounded by a circular flat gold sheet. 

 
166 Tom Gunning, “Truthiness and the More Real: What Is the Difference?” In More Real? Art in the Age 
of Truthiness, edited by Elizabeth Armstrong, 176-185, (Minneapolis: Prestel Publishing, 2012): 182. 
167 Ibid., 184. 
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Without the knowledge of Hirst’s full exhibition or the other Egyptian references across his 

pieces, this piece does not come to life as it has the potential to. While it independently 

references the parafiction, and acts as an extension of the exhibition into real spaces, it functions 

most strongly within the original environment of Treasures… While Venice is the ideal setting 

for Hirst’s parafiction, copies and simulacra are common in Las Vegas, creating space for the 

artworks in an American hyperreality as well.  
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Chapter 4: Parafiction as Interpretation of History and Narrative  

Treasures… presents a false history, but it does so in an immersive, contemporary, and highly 

interactive environment. With the sculptures themselves and guided tours being a primary 

method of knowledge exchange about the show, most of the story narrative is constructed and 

transmitted visually and orally. It is an immersive exhibition due to the sculptures, tour guides, 

supporting documentary, and other elements that all work together to create the overall effect 

and narrative. Hayden White argues that while non-narrative historical record-keeping exists, 

human history is typically recorded through narrative, which is subjective to its producer. Based 

on this understanding of history as produced through narrative, in this chapter I will show how 

Hirst creates a parafiction through its oral, mediatic and simulacral components which together 

constitute a multi-modal narrative of the origin and historical importance of Treasures... The two 

most important concepts in this chapter are methods of fact-keeping, evident in historical 

records, and issues surrounding the objective nature of narrative. The interpretation of history 

and narrative is significant to Treasures… in that they must be defined in relation to parafiction 

and Hirst’s individual pieces. The exhibition’s environment relies heavily on the existence of a 

guiding story to give it clarity and meaning.  

History is a record of past events, and narrative is a record of events (not necessarily 

historical) with a beginning, middle, and moralizing end. In what follows, I write about history 

as past events, specifically practices of history-keeping and narration. Narrative is a meta-code 

that translates history, but it is not truly objective.168 Hayden White argues that discourse is 

overtly subjective, but narrative does not always reference an originator or author.169 While 

 
168 Hayden White, The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation, 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987): 1. 
169 Ibid., 3. 
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narrative is not always self-referential to its author, it still requires a structure and authority 

figure to exist.  

Treasures… consisted mainly of large sculptures, however there were several other types 

of works. Eleven large, backlit photographs of divers decorated many walls, as well as twenty 

cabinets of relics, gemstones, and gold coins all made by Hirst. Additionally, forty-seven 

sketches of many of the works were displayed. Hirst created a scale model of the ship from the 

wreck as well, with a digital tablet available to provide extra information about the legend, ship, 

and artworks. Through the artworks and environments, Treasures… succeeds in building a 

liminal parafictive experience. This chapter considers historical narrative in relation to 

parafiction, showing how Hirst creates evidence of a new kind of narrative through the rhetorical 

tactics of his exhibition. I analyze traditional historical interpretations using historian Hayden 

White as a main source for my view of history and found that while a parafiction is a unique 

sequence of events, it does follow conventional categories for its formatting. Hayden White 

argues that historians “generally agree that all historical narratives contain an irreducible and 

inexpungable element of interpretation.”170 This occurs because historians are faced with the 

challenge to include all available facts, versus to streamline their sources and omit material to 

create a cohesive narrative. A narrative is imposed to explain the meaning and order of events 

that the historian attempts to organize.171 So, while narrative is seemingly objective, it is not an 

absolute truth and not needed for comprehensive record-keeping. Historical records, such as 

medieval annals, or more modernly, raw scientific data, present facts in a more objective way 

than a chronological story. This view, applied to parafiction, exposes the biases and challenges 

present in legitimate history-keeping, and how the process of creating a fiction is not dissimilar 

 
170 White, 1987a, 5. 
171 Ibid. 
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from establishing facts. Creating a parafiction may be the hardest niche, as an author needs to be 

fully aware of the surrounding historical truths, as well as comply with the expected format of 

storytelling. Creating any narrative; truthful, fictitious, or parafictitious, begins with the same 

initial processes and follows expected frameworks and methods of prestation. In Treasures… the 

narratives straddle the lines between expected and unexpected, with a mix of conventional and 

simulated elements.  

 

4.1 The Narratives That Support and Surround Treasures… 

There are three distinct narratives at play in Treasures…: the fictional legend of Cif Amotan II; 

the fictional narrative of Hirst’s participation in the salvage effort (the story of the documentary 

video); and the media narrative of the art exhibition as told in news articles and shared with the 

audience. While narratives are present throughout history, the parafictional narrative can actually 

serve to give structure to real events, precisely because it is differentiated from reality. In Hirst’s 

parafiction, all the narratives shape the premise of the show, by providing a backstory but also by 

omitting facts. Narrative offers a moralizing conclusion to a series of events and creates the tone 

of a story.172 While Treasures… was a visual art show, narratives are still overtly present and 

significant. 

 The first narrative, the story of the Collector, is a myth of Hirst’s creation. Internet search 

suggestions for “Cif Amotan II” include; “Cif Amotan II Wikipedia”, “Cif Amotan II legend” 

and “Who is Cif Amotan II”. Viewers searching for context and to verify whether or not the 

legend is based on facts will find that Hirst created the character and myth, using the words “Cif 

Amotan II” as an anagram for “I am a fiction”. While in his documentary Hirst includes 

 
172 White, 1987a, 21. 
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scientific experts and historians that present themselves as authorities of this fictional figure and 

his legend, an internet search confirms that it is indeed Hirst’s fabrication for Treasures…. The 

documentary presents the legend factually and similarly to how a real figure from antiquity 

would be treated. The documentary narrative cites references to Amotan in ancient texts, while 

interviewing scholars on the excavation who discuss their shock at realizing it might be the 

treasure that they have heard so much about, and yet never expected to be real. The environment 

created within the documentary is closer to a mockumentary, since it is a parody of the genre of 

historical documentary. A fake documentary is easier to digest than an immersive parafiction. 

The parafiction in the documentary here is different from a total simulacrum because it is 

generally accepted that documentaries are narrated, and that narratives are inherently a form of 

fiction. Further, the narration of a documentary is a recognized form of parafiction. Parafiction 

and narrative work to produce an exhibition that has components of hyperreal history. Viewers 

expect a level of ‘fakeness’ or narrative overlay in films, even those based on true stories. The 

story of Amotan is couched in ancient mystery for the average viewer; but it does not hold much 

significance to their daily life whether he was real or not. There is not the same critical eye for 

consumers seeing Treasures… through the documentary on Netflix, versus those who went in 

person to see the art exhibition.    

 The second narrative is the story of the parafiction of Hirst’s participation. The 

perpetuated history is that Hirst assisted financially in recovering an ancient shipwreck, but not 

in creating the works. This is the narrative that is the most compelling to my analysis. A 

parafiction mimics reality while drawing from fiction. In terms of narrative, a parafiction follows 

convention perfectly. Since content is the determining factor for truth or fabrication, a parafiction 

merely occupies a middle ground and follows typical format. It acts as both fiction and non-
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fiction, with external factors needed to assess which category it best falls under. While Hirst’s 

parafiction is the most elaborate I have examined in this thesis, all parafictions act similarly with 

regards to historical context and narrative function. The documentary, detailed catalogue and 

sheer number of works create a continuity that crosses the respective modes of narrative and 

cohere as a singular, but hyperreal, art exhibition.  

 The third narrative to examine in Treasures…, then, is that of the exhibition itself: the 

‘real’ narrative of how an artist created fake antiquities. While in a sense, this is the true 

historical narrative, it is nevertheless a history built on false, and specifically parafictional, 

pretenses. Just a couple of years after its opening, the history of this exhibition was solidified in 

newspapers and academic articles. Even this thesis, which situates the exhibition in the history of 

art, relies on an interpretive narrative that reconciles these false pretenses with the real presence 

of the exhibition in the contemporary art world. In order to analyze this narrative, I must draw on 

a knowledge of Hirst’s broader body of works as well as interpret the specific objects he created, 

how they are shown, and only then can I draw out a historical narrative. This narrative is the 

historical legacy that contextualizes Hirst’s work and places him in the art historical canon. It 

will become another art exhibition tab on Hirst’s website and likely occasionally referenced in 

his future works. Hirst’s art has a past and future that cannot be subsumed into this parafiction; it 

will likely be best known as just another exhibition in the future, that occupied a typical 

historical existence for an art exhibition, and simply part of an artist’s past. Currently, it is listed 

on the website for Punta Della Dogana and Palazzo Grassi as a past exhibition, with no special 

denotation that it was a parafiction. While parafiction is integral to the exhibition’s content, it is 

not being historicized currently as a parafiction, and rather as a Hirst. 
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The past, as in all perceived time before now, is most generally divided between 

prehistorical and historical, or pre-culture and culture.173 Narrative cannot be present in a society 

that does not have culture, law, and strong organization.174 So while historical records exist of 

time periods without culture, they are not narrative. The three narratives evident within and 

around this exhibition all revolve around a deeper understanding of history, ancient civilizations, 

and the civilization that is signaled by contemporary art. To succeed in a parafiction, the 

surrounding elements need to be universally recognized so that the parafiction has a firm 

framework to occupy. For example, all museumgoers to Treasures… had to be familiar with 

ancient Egyptian art or at least what those works signify about that culture. Viewers needed to 

know what that civilization valued and be familiar with the general signifiers that exploded onto 

the scene in the 1920s when King Tut’s remains were found and the growing Egyptomania. Hirst 

demonstrates within his parafiction that there is no real history, only signifiers of history from 

which narratives are continually created. Every art produces its own history, be it grounded in 

truth or not. Without such a narrative background, the parafiction cannot function successfully. 

On the reverse side, for the parafiction-maker, viewers must be incredibly well-versed in the 

surrounding historical context of their exhibition, in order for the works to appear seamlessly 

integrated within history. Treasures… had supporting details integrated to build up the notion of 

an expected presentation of historical artefacts. Similarly Hirst’s self-portrait, Bust of the 

Collector, requires a viewer to have preexisting knowledge of what Hirst looks like. If not, the 

reference is missed and that level of the parafiction is not understood. Many of the works within 

Treasures… require broad art historical knowledge to operate fully.  

 
173 White, 1987a, 55. 
174 Ibid., 12. 
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Forty-seven sketches and details are part of the official Treasures… exhibition catalogue, 

however; “There are three unique versions of each drawing on paper. And three unique versions 

of each drawing on vellum, this includes a complete set of one hundred drawings that stay 

together as a single work.”175 The way this description is written draws attention to the 

multiplicity of the drawings, and the idea of original copies. These sketches are made to look 

ancient and damaged, yet mysteriously well preserved, just as Tutankhamun’s treasures were 

(see Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Damien Hirst, Various sketches, 2017, Paper and vellum, Venice, Italy. 

 
The objects depicted are a mixture of the more modern and ancient appearing artworks. Many 

are signed with “In this dream” and a few have obscured yet recognizably Latin text. There are 

many embossed, drawn and traced seals and stamps decorating the edges of the drawings, several 

being contemporary car company badges. Toyota, Renault, Mitsubishi among others are all 

 
175 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable. Venice: Marsilio Editori, 2017, 333. 
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immediately recognizable if one looks at the drawings closely. When displayed, the drawings 

where hung at and above eye level, making it likely that viewers would recognize the logos. As 

with many of the works in the exhibition, the ‘fakeness’ is juxtaposed against a great deal of 

historical detail. The sketches look convincingly old, although their preservation is a mystery 

that we are given no clues for. The addition of the car logos and text “In this dream” only 

increase the confusion. Throughout his career, Hirst has referred to unicorns as “dreams”. In 

2005, he made the work, The Dream Is Dead, of a silver unicorn skull with a carpenter shark’s 

horn. He made three notable unicorn works in 2008, all in his taxidermy formaldehyde style; one 

entitled The Dream featuring a horse with a narwhal horn, The broken dream, of a severed 

horse's head with narwhal horn, and one of a foal called The Child’s Dream. There are four 

separate unicorn skulls in exhibited within Treasures… but only one features a description (see 

Figure 13);  

The unicorn, or monoceros, has been depicted in various forms for around 5,000 years. 

Goblets purporting to be made of unicorn ivory – which were thought to harbour 

extraordinary antidotal properties – appear amongst the possessions of the elite from the 

second century CE. It is of note that the spiralling horn on this crystal skull bears a strong 

resemblance to the tusk of a male narwhal. Centuries after the original object’s loss, tusks 

belonging to the narwhal – unknown outside of the Arctic at the time of the collector – 

were interpreted as unicorn horns. This narwhal-like horn suggests that the analogy may 

first have been made on account of copies of this equine skull.176 

 
176 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 44. 
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Figure 13. Damien Hirst, “Skull of a Unicorn,” 2017, Rock crystal and white agate, Venice, Italy. 

 

While the unicorn is well known to be a mythological creature, the description plays with the 

reality that they may have once existed. The unicorn skull in question is exhibited with a crack 

separating the horn and skull, emphasizing the fact that the horn is an addition. Reality is not a 

guarantee in parafiction, meaning that no facts can be assumed. In this world of the Collector, 

unicorns may have been a real ancient animal. The inclusion of these skulls brings forward the 

question of relative truths, especially in the context of a parafiction. What does a liminal 

environment communicate about objective truths? It creates a space where nothing is taken for 

granted as a fact.  
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What distinguishes fictions from facts traditionally, is the content, not the form.177 The 

form, being narrative, shapes both historical and fictitious stories. This implies that the form is 

indeed a type of meta-code, and not fully constructed, but rather is innate to methods of record 

keeping. In this way, parafiction can be described as a simulacrum of real events.178 The 

narratives that emerge from Treasures… are all easy to distinguish and yet, intertwined and 

reliant on each other. Narrative gives meaning to an otherwise indifferent ending. It is what turns 

a series of events into a story. Since Treasures… includes three modes of self-narration, it is a 

fully realized history in which the objects, documentary and the exhibition as a whole 

corroborate the characters and setting through one another.  

 

4.2 Narratives within the Contemporary  

Treasures… is the presentation of three narratives within the contemporary post-truth realm. 

Hirst requires narrative to present his parafiction because it gives his claims structure. It is a 

liminal space and acts within different mediums with its additional digital features; articles about 

the works, the documentary, guidebook, exhibition ship model, and interviews with Hirst. 

Because Treasures…, as a parafiction, acts so differently from other stories and presentations, I 

argue it has the potential to lean toward being post-truth itself. The contemporary moment of 

2020 has been characterized as an era of post-truth due to increased non-narrative methods of 

communication, and new approaches to interpreting and recording history. Fredric Jameson 

 
177 White, 1987a, 27. 
178 Ibid. 
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argues that with the collapse of concrete history, there is a rise in pastiche and simulacra. 179  But 

post-truth per se requires an added level of narrative, a parafiction, in order to operate. 

Two of Hirst’s sculptures best exemplify the duality of narrative operating within a 

parafiction, and the liminal effect Treasures… had as an exhibition. Exhibited in Palazzo Grassi 

in a room together, Goofy and Best Friends are both large bronze works, both depicting classic 

Disney characters (see Figures 14 and 15). Goofy stands over a meter tall and shows the titular 

character in a friendly pose with a hand on hip and arm outstretched. Despite being credited as 

made of bronze, this edition is completely encrusted in white barnacles, obscuring the face 

entirely, making the figure identifiable from the tell-tale silhouette and not from details. The 

other work, Best Friends, depicts Mowgli and Baloo from Disney’s 1967 film The Jungle Book. 

The sculpture is of Baloo on his back, surrounded by cartoon lily pads, with Mowgli lying on top 

of his stomach, looking at Baloo. The work is colourful, as Mowgli’s shorts are red, his hair is 

brown, and the lily pads are green. The rest of the work is created in a patinaed bronze. This 

edition has coral crawling over both figures, obscuring them from a casual passerby. If a viewer 

were to walk past these two works quickly, due to Goofy’s monochrome and the heavy coral on 

both, they might not be recognized.  

 
179 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Durham: Duke University 
Press, 1991, 66. 
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Figure 14. (L) Damien Hirst, “Goofy,” 2017, Bronze, Venice, Italy.  

Figure 15. (R) Damien Hirst, “Best Friends,” 2017, Bronze, Venice, Italy.  

 
These two pieces showcase how anomalies within narratives or displacement can affect 

the interpretation of the overall context. Goofy is not something expected to be seen in an Italian 

palace, and neither does an Italian palace expect Goofy. He is displaced from his narrative of 

being a Disney character, and the narrative of the ancient exhibition is likewise interrupted by his 

presence. Narratives break down with the loss of the signifying chain. When this breakdown 

occurs, it results in ‘schizophrenic’ communication.180 While not perhaps what cultural theorist 

Fredric Jameson envisioned with postmodernism leading to the breakdown of history, I argue 

that digital communication showcases this as well. 

To elaborate on non-narrative methods of record keeping and communicating, I do not 

only refer to spreadsheets and lab results. Social media is the strongest example of non-narrative 

methods within hyperreality and the post-truth era. With the invention of digital spaces, narrative 

occupies a different place than it once did. To mediate this new climate inextricable from digital 

 
180 Jameson, Postmodernism, 71. 
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life, I propose post-narrative storytelling. Prehistorical and historical are well established 

categories, but what if there were a definition for a post-history or post-truth? Hirst is creating 

this exhibition post-truth. It may be possible to shift out of the convoluted truthiness of the 2000s 

and look to examples of non-narrative truth telling, and record keeping. Scientific methods of 

categorizing past and current events might be useful and give better insight into factual events, 

although it is are critiqued for its construction of facts as well. There has been a huge increase in 

non-narrative communication in our digital spaces and with the increasing normalcy of texting 

and messaging through gifs and photos. For the humanities especially, there is potential to look 

at new avenues of research. 

Digital communication has significantly altered how people communicate, from the rise 

of internet shorthand (LOL) and Emojis to social media and VR. One recent and major addition 

to our digital lives has been the rise of the ‘Story’. Ironically, a non-narrative method of 

communicating, a Story is someone’s Facebook or Instagram photo-based post that is only 

viewable for 24 hours, unless archived. Stories appear at the header of both social media sites 

and apps as opposed to posts which one must scroll through to see. Stories are typically a photo 

accompanied by limited text but can also be links to posts, videos, Boomerangs, or selfies in a 

filter. Boomerangs are a short video that plays backwards and forwards on loop. Filters on 

Instagram are a new feature that has become extremely popular and allows users to alter their 

appearance in real time, with some being more realistic, such as freckles, and others being purely 

comedic. These snapshots of a single moment in an individual’s life are often highly staged but 

less formal than a proper post. Additionally, users can add stickers, gifs, and location tags to a 

Story.  
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Stories are non-narrative but a primary method of communicating one’s life and identity 

online. As Jodi Dean writes, these online experiences are not individual. They are broadly 

applicable and while a method of communication, completely generic.181 While Stories are not 

accurate, they are significant and a new kind of communication and method of record-keeping 

that informs the social climate Treasures… was created and exhibited within. The shifting 

methods of story-telling that exist today significantly affect a parafiction’s ability to exist. Since 

consumers are more exposed to hyperreal non-sequential information, Hirst’s parafiction reflects 

this, with its fake narratives and wildly subjective artworks. His ‘schizophrenic’ collection of 

disjointed Disney characters, Roman coins, and marble busts are like a digital Story, providing 

snapshots but not a full history. 

Because narrative is so heavily debated as objective or subjective, a more scientific 

approach, rooted in an understanding of post-narrative communication, would allow narrative to 

be fully studied, since the researcher would be ‘outside’ narrative, as well as be able to reveal 

more explicit truths.182 How does narrative fit into hyperreal or liminal environments? Is society 

leaning to become completely post-history, or is a parafiction post-history? The challenging 

existence of the parafiction being both as real and fake, seems to work well for its classification 

as post-historical, as it is decidedly not historical. Remembering that the past is divided into 

historical and pre-historical, parafiction does not fit into either category.183 If parafiction is post-

historical, and absolutely subjective, can this definition shed light on how narrative exists in 

reality? If narrative was objective, then plot and content would drive a story, either with a true or 

false narrative. The events themselves must create their own significance and contributions, since 

 
181 Jodi Dean, “Faces as Commons,” Open! Platform for Art, Culture & the Public Domain, 
Onlineopen.org, December 31 2016, 3. 
 
183 Jameson, Postmodernism, 55. 
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the narrative is merely a framework and vehicle to present the happenings. Events are slotted into 

an existing outline but generate their own power. But narrative is not objective, and therefore 

equally shapes a story. Narrative is a non-element of storytelling. The plot of an event or series 

of events places a person in time and history. Subjective or not, narrative informs a parafiction 

by lending an integral framework. But while narrative traditionally provides a moralizing 

closure, a parafiction subverts the conclusion and usually aims for viewers to leave still 

questioning.184  

One such instance of an unfinished ending, is the story of the Apistos within Treasures…  

A room in Palazzo Grassi was dedicated to a scale replica of the Apistos, Hirst’s legendary ship, 

and little models of how the treasures were likely stored and secured on board. Along with the 

diorama was a digital tablet device that allowed visitors to search the ship virtually. The walls of 

this room were lined with recovered sketches of the treasures, many supposedly on vellum. This 

break in the immersion of the ancient works is unexpected but also attempts to reassert the 

narrative of the mythological Collector. It is a reestablishment of the context of the sculptures, to 

invite the viewers to see the exhibition not as individual works, but in relation to the shipwreck 

and life of Cif Amotan II. While the model does not answer any significant questions on its own, 

the catalogue features an impressive description;  

This scale model (1:32) recreates the Apistos using the results of research undertaken by 

the Centre for Maritime Archaeology, University of Southampton. The suggested original 

storage locations of the one hundred treasures recovered from the wreckage – over three 

quarters of which feature in this exhibition – are further detailed in the digital model. The 

most reliable extant account of the Apistos was found on a medieval copy of an ancient 

 
184 White, 1987a, 21. 
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manuscript and is attributed to a sailor named Lucius Longinus (who is also recorded on 

a papyrus excavated from the Red Sea port of Myos Hormos). Longinus reports that the 

component parts of the Apistos were constructed in Alexandria and transported down the 

Nile before being assembled at Myos Hormos…185 

The Centre for Maritime Archaeology, University of Southampton does actually exist, as well as 

Myos Hormos. Lucius Longinus is an interesting reference however, as Longinus is the name 

given to the Roman solider that pierced Jesus Christ on the cross, combined with Lucius, 

meaning ‘light’ or even a reference to Lucifer. The name is ancient yet familiar, though altered, 

as in Hirst’s own renaming as Cif Amotan, from the story of Jesus. There is just enough detail in 

the descriptive paragraph to seem as though research was conducted, yet it is sparse enough to 

perpetuate the mystery. Parafictions often employ this methodology to create a sense of realism, 

as it is immersive, but not so rehearsed that it seems fabricated. This is a completely convincing 

passage that grounds the parafiction without being suspicious. A viewer reading this history 

would not be concerned with its accuracy. 

Alongside the three kinds of narrative, Hayden White argues that there are three 

experiences to be had when reading history: a normal one, an emphasis on the past, and a plural 

unity of past, present, future.186 Within a parafiction, history does not operate the same way as it 

does in ordinary reality. The realm of parafiction is a way to experience a truly liminal and 

isolated moment, as no other historical context ‘exists’ in relation to the parafiction. This 

estranged experience is more relevant now than ever with the increasing hyperreal experiences in 

our everyday lives. While the hyperreality of the exhibition is not due to the digital medium, but 

rather the medium of parafiction and its narrative tools, viewers can resonate with the anxieties. 

 
185 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 62. 
186 White, 1987a, 51. 
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Hyperreality threatens traditional methods of understanding the world and history, meaning 

employing non-narrative and scientific methods of communicating and record keeping are 

becoming more important. A parafictive art exhibition draws attention to how seemingly 

objective facts can be presented and perceived differently. 

 

4.3 Narrative within Parafiction  

As the history of humanity and the history of nature are very different, similarly, the history of 

reality and parafiction are extremely different. Historiography attempts to bridge and mediate the 

gap between real and imaginary, between people’s desire to narrate and the reality of a 

situation.187 Since people crave imposing meaning on their experiences, narrative has emerged as 

a method to rationalize the human condition. With parafiction, narrative exists to mimic a 

truthful history while nevertheless relying on the context of the post-truth era. The existence of 

narrative is limited by the existence of a state and society. As White argues, narrative needs 

subjects, laws, and culture.188 For Hirst, this means that he needs to establish a full narrative 

context for his parafiction. Like how the historian shapes his materials to established ideas, Hirst 

must shape his parafiction to reality and expectations of history.189 Once it is established that 

authority is needed for narrative, it is easy to see how the formation of stories relies on the 

relationship between a clear author and the narrative.190 With a parafiction, that authority is given 

through a narrator, the artist, who creates meaning. People ascribe meaning to reality because it 

is more pleasing and helps rationalize. Humans crave fulfillment from their stories.191 Hirst 

 
187 White, 1987a, 3. 
188 Ibid., 12. 
189 Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse: Essays in Cultural Criticism, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1987b: 102. 
190 White, 1987a, 19. 
191Ibid., 2. 
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contests moral fulfillment with his parafiction because it does not offer a moral conclusion the 

way most narratives do. He actually brings up more questions than he answers. So, if we are at 

the brink of becoming post-truth, how does this factor into our futures? Hirst’s exhibition is a 

fictitious narrative – there is a story and it is fake. However, since his presentation of it is a 

parafiction, his narratives are simulacra of narratives.  

One of the most in-depth parafictive pieces in the exhibition is Children of a Dead King 

(see Figure 16). Also called Pair of Slaves Bound for Execution, and Marble Slaves Used for 

Target Practice, it is evocative of Michelangelo’s slave figures for Pope Julius II’s tomb. The 

sculpture is of two young figures chained to a post facing opposite directions. There were two 

versions displayed at Punta Della Dogana; one cast in bronze, and one painted in bronze. The 

guidebook reads;  

This composition depicts a romanticised scene from the story of the defeat of Rome’s 

deadliest enemy, Mithradates VI (120 – 63 BCE), King of Pontus…The nudes are 

portrayed as paragons of youthful vigour, ennobled in their suffering. The sculpture is 

presented alongside a contemporaneous, war-damaged version, which is riddled with 

bullet holes.192 

 
192 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 29. 
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Figure 16. Damien Hirst, “Pair of Slaves Bound for Execution,” 2017, Painted bronze, Venice, Italy.  

 
The two versions appear to be made of the same mold, with the alleged modern version being far 

more damaged (missing heads, bullet holes). The recovered version is densely coated in corals, 

obstructing the figures to the point where someone may not recognize them as human silhouettes 

immediately. The pair are described within the actual exhibition text as: 

The allegorical deployment of body beautiful captives recurs throughout art history, 

primarily as means of engaging with contemporary discourse with struggle, oppression, 

or the practice of slavery. This idealized pair are thought to be the incarcerated children 

of the famed enemy of Rome, Mithradates VI (120 – 63 BCE) of Pontus.193  

 
193 Adrienne Mayor, (@amayor), “Mithradates,” 1 Aug 2017, 2:40pm, Tweet. 
https://twitter.com/amayor/status/892500332630036480 
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This work, presented as two versions, carries its own paraficitional narrative as a historical 

statue, and a war damaged copy. It exists in its own reality where it is a famous sculpture that has 

been copied and fought over. Coupled with its eerie similarity to Michelangelo’s work, it creates 

a story that that confuses canonical art history. Its descriptions are sufficiently art historical but 

also generalized to give locate a real detail that corroborates the authenticity of the whole, but at 

the same time call into question the methods by which history is authenticated as real. Within the 

exhibition, the two works were accompanied by a black and white photograph on a lightbox of 

the supposed modern version, being shot at by World War II soldiers. No date or location is 

given, but it adds another small amount of history to fill in the context of the work and creates a 

backstory for an otherwise history-less piece. Of course, all this is presented under the guise of 

belonging to a real historical exhibition, making the gaps in the history all the more noticeable.  

In a nearby room is a series of Grecian marble nudes (see Figure 17). Engraved on the 

back is the stamp of; “Copyright 1999 Mattel Inc China”. These sculptures appear ancient, but 

actually catalogue the shift in Barbie doll silhouettes over the years. The guidebook subtly hints 

at their reality; 

 
This series of pink marble torsos has been much replicated since antiquity. The multiple 

versions of the nudes are symptomatic of the classical predilection for forms that lent 

themselves to seriality, a trend that contradicts the modern fetishisation of the original. 

An enlarged copy of the central figure was commissioned by the collector and is 

displayed alongside both a contemporary bronze museum version and a torso as it was 

recovered from the seabed. The forms are characterized by diminutive waists, 

accentuated hips, small, high breasts and narrow, arched backs. In the early twentieth 
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century, copies of the nudes circulated amongst the Surrealists and are shown here at the 

‘International Surrealist Exhibition’ (London, 1936). Their popularity derived primarily 

from the sculptor’s reductive treatment of the female body and the torsos’ resemblance to 

mannequins. As eroticised, pre-existing objects, the sculptures proved ideal receptacles 

for the Surrealist interest in the self-conscious nature of art production.194 

 

Figure 17. Damien Hirst, “Five Grecian Nudes”, “Five Antique Torsos”, and “Grecian Nude (three 
versions),” 2017, Pink marble and bronze, Venice, Italy  

 

The series is accompanied by the black and white photo described. This collection, like the slave 

statues, carries its own internal narrative within Treasures… Since the torsos are obviously 

Barbie silhouettes and not Grecian beauty standards, the detailed description is comical. There is 

a very literal realization with these works however, when a viewer turns to see them from the 

 
194 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 10. 
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rear and discovers the inscription. Their parafiction exerts its own logic from within the 

overarching narratives of the exhibition. If these works were to be removed from their narrative, 

they would still function as a fully visual pun; of a marble Barbie torso, something that is 

ordinarily made of cheap plastic, immortalized in rock. The limits of a narrative occur when 

content cannot support itself without additional direction to shape its meaning. These examples 

from Treasures… are strong stories that create their own realm, whereas a weaker concept will 

not be able to be understood on its own. Because Treasures… is a full story containing other 

independently successful narratives, it makes for an in depth parafictive experience into another 

dimension, with unique ancient histories and stories unlike our own reality.  

 

4.4 Self-Referentiality Within Treasures… 

History has many different methods of record keeping. The most straightforward being 

medieval-style annals and chronicles, with limited signification.195 Treasures… is neither like a 

narrative found in a book, or a scientific method of record keeping. It is highly Romantic, and 

author-centric, but it lacks the moral ending that narrative drives toward, because its narratives 

are confusing. Narrative does not represent but presents a spectacle.196 Likewise, the parafiction 

presents rather than re-presents, even though it draws upon familiar context to ground its 

artefacts. The parafiction, like a simulacrum, signifies a history that is never attainable because 

there is nothing to back it up – it only exists in the contemporary moment. All there is, is the 

appearance of the real with no substance, a shell of the real. But similarly, there is no real 

without a shell. All historical narratives rely on parafictions to cast over the unknown history. 

 
195 Roland Barthes, “The Discourse of History,” The Rustle of Language, (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1984): 137.  
196 White, 1987a, 37. 
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There is no distinction between internal and external reality – fiction has inserted itself into 

reality and coheres with it. Treasures… is a prime example of a parafiction that uses an intricate 

façade to hide the absence of deeper history. But paradoxically, it reifies itself through the 

layering of multiple self-referential narratives.  

One type of work in particular references Hirst’s oeuvre while convincing and subverting 

all at once – his cabinets. There are several cabinets spread throughout Treasures… holding a 

variety of specimen. Those who are familiar with Hirst’s work will automatically recognize his 

tell-tale style of a sterile cabinet of curiosities. There are twenty cabinets within Treasures… 

excluding the Apistos diorama. Presentation over representation is at the heart of parafiction, and 

these supposed historical curios are no exception. The cabinets are styled by theme and feature 

items such as, jewelry, semi-precious stones, and metal currency. These cabinets would be 

undetectable in the Greco-Roman wing of the MET. Hirst has paid great attention to detail to 

ensure that his museum narrative is supported by flawlessly curated cabinets of fully believable 

ancient artefacts. By including small supporting items such as vessels and coins, their sheer 

quantity lends credibility to the parafiction. The narrative is able to function because it has 

extraneous information to build itself up as if it were a real history. These reproduced cabinets 

are a method to expand and solidify the parafictive narrative.  

A well-known and perhaps exhausted analysis of art historical artefacts comes from 

Walter Benjamin. In his famous essay, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, 

he discusses the history of an artwork’s reproducibility, and the loss of an aura that occurs in a 

copy versus an original. While an artwork has always been reproducible, a copy of an original is 

always lacking the initial moment in time and space that first created the concept.197 This unique 

 
197 Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, Translated by Harry Zohn (New York: 
Schocken Books, 1969): 218-220 
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quality, or aura, that accompanies original artworks is partly why society prescribes value to 

them. In Treasures… all the works are presented as legendary originals, lost to time in the sea. 

Their originality increases their appeal. In terms of the parafiction, these artworks are all indeed 

originals, but not in the way they claim to be. An object’s authenticity greatly affects its power to 

impress a viewer, but this is true even if the item is not known to be not what it claims.198 An 

exhibition is and is of history. So, while Hirst’s creations are not antiquities, they are still unique 

contemporary pieces that possess an aura of their own. Hirst’s parafiction is an intervention into 

the traditional narrative of art exhibitions, as well as art history, and it is a clearly challenging 

phenomenon within contemporary art and will one day be catalogued as an exemplary 

parafiction.  

Hirst’s exhibition produces an overall comprehensive historical environment through 

fake works, but he does reference real historical artworks in some of his pieces. One particularly 

notable work is Golden Heads (Female), which is very closely based on a real statue from the 

Kingdom of Ife (see Figure 18). A small golden head, it is immediately recognizable as the real 

item it copies by those who know of it. As argued by artist Victor Ehikhamenor; 

…For the thousands of viewers seeing this for the first time, they won’t think Ife, they 

won’t think Nigeria. Their young ones will grow up to know this work as Damien Hirst’s. 

As time passes it will pass for a Damien Hirst regardless of his small print caption. The 

narrative will shift and the young Ife or Nigerian contemporary artist will someday be 

told by a long nose critic “Your work reminds me of Damien Hirst’s Golden Head.” We 

need more biographers for our forgotten.199  

 
198 Benjamin, Illuminations, 223.  
199 victorsozaboy, “The British are back…” Instagram, May 8, 2017, Accessed November 25, 2018, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BT0zLHhgksJ/?hl=en 
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Figure 18. Damien Hirst, “Golden Heads (Female),” 2017, Gold and silver, Venice, Italy.  

 

This is a complicated argument with regards to authenticity, as Hirst borrows this sculpture’s 

likeness to validate his own fake works, but simultaneously degrades that sculpture’s true 

narrative by including it within his parafictive realm. Hirst is an authority figure that can present 

and control the tropes of his narratives. The cultural appropriation of this artwork, while 

problematic, might be intentional to his overall narrative, as stolen and appropriated works with 

unfair exhibitions have a long history within museums, especially in Europe. While narrative is 

absolutely universal, it is also culturally specific and relies on a clear story to communicate.200 

Because Treasures… is so cohesive and every element supports another, it succeeds as a 

parafiction, and is easy to digest as a comprehensible narrative. 

 

 
200 Barthes, 260. 
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4.5 Conclusion  

Treasures… is easy to understand on the surface because Hirst follows expected and 

conventional methods and frameworks of communicating large scale ideas. For instance, every 

narrative has a giver and receiver. 201 If Hirst is the giver of these narratives – a giver being a 

person, a god, or ‘the characters knowledge’, he embodies every narrator trope. He is both a 

person behind all the narratives surrounding Treasures…, a god in that he created the concept, 

and a character as he acts as the Collector. His viewers receive his stories, but his stories are not 

typical. This parafiction is intertwined with history and contains convincing narratives with 

individual artworks and comprehensive overall themes that work together to convince and 

reward detail-oriented viewers.  

 Hirst’s narratives are filled with challenging material, and yet reward those who look 

deeper to understand the complete story. Because he plays into tropes of real history-keeping and 

narrative, his content is approachable and easier to interact with. Narrative plays an important 

role in parafiction because without it, artworks would not be connected by their existence within 

the same story. Artworks would not be interconnected in the way that the works within 

Treasures… are. Due to narrative, this parafiction is more successful, convincing, and able to 

capture any viewer’s attention.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
201 Barthes, 261. 
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Conclusion: Simulacra, Parafiction and Historical Narrative  

Treasures… is a parafiction, or a contemporary experience that offers a new framework for 

artists searching for a platform to examine truth, history, and public reaction. With his 2017 

exhibition, Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable, British artist Damien Hirst provided 

the perfect space to explore these concepts and establish tropes of parafiction as a medium in and 

of itself. By drawing attention to the motivations and aesthetics of parafiction in this thesis, they 

will hopefully be able to be applied to other artists and artworks. With Hirst’s immersive 

storytelling and unique artworks, it has been possible to identify the features of a parafiction and 

how a parafiction operates within contemporary environments, real, hyperreal, fictive and digital. 

 Parafiction affects historical context, as much as it depends on it. This participatory 

existence is how a parafiction conveys its ideas more effectively than a traditional exhibition, 

and more conventional modes of reading and experiencing history. A parafictive artwork 

challenges its viewers and offers a highly rewarding experience, which requires in depth critical 

thinking for the biggest rewards. While Treasures… is a parafiction, it is also simulacrum of 

history and a simulacrum of exhibitions of antiquities. Treasures…’ existence is fundamentally 

tied to its reliance on the juxtaposition between existing histories or artworks and itself to 

function.  

Without other contexts, Treasures… cannot achieve anything, since it is grounded in its 

identity as a simulacrum. A simulacrum filled with simulacra, it is also a non-place and a 

hyperreal environment, operating as a liminal space and encouraging non-ordinary behaviour 

from viewers, asking them to look more deeply than usual. Hirst’s artworks interact directly with 

viewers and perpetuate his narratives, maintaining a high level of performativity in the exhibition 

space. In Venice, the artworks commanded attention across the city on large boat and wall 
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adverts, calling out to Biennale-goers in an hour radius of his exhibition spaces. The importance 

of location and context cannot be overlooked within Treasures… as the setting in Venice is 

equally formative to the success of the parafiction. While a parafiction is a contained experience, 

due to its heavy reliance on context, it requires a carefully chosen environment to function 

within. The history of Venice and historical narratives that intertwine around the exhibition give 

Treasures… the positionality and background needed to assert itself as a cohesive, yet 

independent parafiction. 

While Treasures… is filled with independently parafictive sculptures, one references 

Hirst’s typical art style directly. The Skull Beneath the Skin is a marble torso on the first floor of 

Palazzo Grassi, making it a sculpture that would be encountered roughly halfway through the 

total exhibition (see Figure 19). It has an entire room to itself, mounted to the wall at eye level. 

The female torso is cut off at the upper arm on each side and ends below the navel, but in such a 

way that it appears that the original artwork was larger than what remains today. According to 

the exhibition guidebook, the torso is made of red marble and white agate, however the torso 

appears to be entirely made of red marble, with bleached skinny coral crawling over it. Long, 

white tubular worms and barnacles cling to the sculpture, including across the face. The torso 

appears fairly traditional at a first glance, but one half of the face is cut back, revealing the skull 

anatomy beneath. The body is naked and carved with detail around the breasts and muscles. The 

only other anomaly other than the skull-face is that the navel appears to be a third eye. The 

guidebook describes her simply, with an entry concerned with her context;  

The late Classic period (c.400 –323 BCE) witnessed huge advances in medical theory, 

including a reconceptualization of the mind body duality. The softly closed eyes of this 
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half-flesh, half-skeletal figure may allude to the belief that the workings of the body 

(soma in Greek) occurred beneath the threshold of consciousness.202 

 

Figure 19. Damien Hirst, “The Skull Beneath the Skin,” 2017, Red marble and white agate, Venice, Italy.  

 

Those familiar with Hirst’s work will immediately recognize his aesthetic style here and ignore 

this detailed passage. While the duality of the figure is important to the function of parafiction, 

the more notable feature is how this work seamlessly blends into the antiquities exhibition, while 

clearly referencing Hirst’s contemporary work. The Skull… is one of few works that is both a 

modern item and able to blend into a traditional museum exhibition. Her referenced duality is a 

clear signification towards to parafiction. She exists as an ancient sculpture, and as a modern 

 
202 Damien Hirst: Treasures from the Wreck of the Unbelievable Guide, 2017, 39. 
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Hirst. Her ability to occupy both roles simultaneously mirrors how a parafiction exists in the 

realms of both fact and fiction. Her appearance reminds those familiar with art history of an 

anatomical Venus, particularly in her carefully polished flesh and soft features.  

In 2005, Hirst made a silkscreen titled The Skull Beneath the Skin of a detailed realistic 

skull created with diamond powder. His use of the same title may refer to his typical themes of 

death and rebirth. Hirst has created several anatomy-doll style works; Temple, Hymn, Virgin 

Mother, and Virgin (Exposed). These are colourful works, resembling a high school science tool 

to teach children about anatomy. Similar to traditional anatomical Venus’, most of Hirst’s figures 

are depicted as pregnant. His work Verity is slightly different, as it is a bronze version of Hirst’s 

Venus, rather than a colourful one. Half her body is carved away, revealing her musculoskeletal 

system and a fetus beneath. Carefully carved in the same monochromatic style as The Skull… 

this work can be directly seen as a reference. While these works signify different meaning in 

public spaces, Hirst’s inclusion of such a piece within his parafiction represents himself and his 

oeuvre. He signifies himself, elevating his own previous artworks to the same level as the ancient 

inspirations he draws from for other works within Treasures… While the entire exhibition is a 

simulacrum, something signified but never attainable, the real can be seen in Hirst’s artworks 

when the entire story is uncovered. Hirst asks his viewers to look deeply and think critically to 

uncover the truth. Here, the truth is realizing the aesthetic reference to his own work, but 

throughout the parafiction, he leaves potential for viewers to conduct their own analysis. 

 Hirst’s parafictive exhibition was on display until December 2017, but the works 

themselves continues to engage with viewers through the documentary and online resources. 

Hirst frequently makes Instagram posts about the exhibition, and there are many photographs of 

the works in situ available on the internet. Looking at the works critically and as a vehicle to 
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explore parafiction, it is evident that parafictive works occupy a new space contemporary in art 

history, by being more challenging and self-referential than other exhibitions. My investigation 

and critique of Treasures… has solidified my understanding of simulacra, hyperreality and 

parafiction as well as codified these concepts for art history.  
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